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Abstract

The focus of the work presented in this thesis is the exploration of the genetic architec-

ture of complex human traits - at the dawn of genomic medicine.

The underlying mechanisms explaining the enormously polygenic nature of most human

complex traits are still unknown. The first chapter explores a possible explanatory model in

which variant effects are due to an indirect mechanism, namely competition among genes

for shared intracellular resources such as ribosomes. Our findings show that under most

reasonable assumptions, resource competition should not be expected to have much impact

on either protein expression levels of individual genes or on complex trait outcomes.

The prediction accuracy of polygenic scores (PGS) remains relatively modest compared to

what is expected given the estimated heritability of traits. Traditionally, the construction

of PGS uses a large number of genetic variations, most of which have weak additive effects.

Recent machine learning methods could improve PGS by also aggregating epistatic effects.

To evaluate these different methods, we conducted an experiment based on an innovative

concept of crowdsourcing, detailed in the second chapter. We collaborated with opensnp.org,

an open repository where people share their genotyping data and phenotypic information, and

with crowdai.org, a platform that allowed us to create a public competition for the genomic

prediction of height. The challenge lasted three months and attracted 138 participants. This

was the first crowd-sourcing challenge based on publicly available genome-wide genotyping

data.

Due to the enormous number of potential combinations of variants, it is difficult to integrate

epistatic effects into PGS. In the third chapter, we present a method where we limit the possible

combinations to the boundaries of each topologically associated domain (TAD) independently.

With the UK Biobank, for the height phenotype, we included 17,560 variants in an artificial

neural network (ANN) and compared the variance explained (R2) by the PGS with or without

the knowledge of the TADs. We found that it brings a significant improvement with an average

R2 going from 0.287 to 0.293 (with a p-value = 10E −5 for n=20). We concluded that it should

be possible to build better PGS using ANNs and epistasis in TADs.

The effect of genetic ancestry on phenotypes is not taken into account in PGS-based risk

estimates. Doing so could accelerate the adoption of genomic medicine for underrepresented

populations and mixed-race individuals. The fourth chapter presents a method for its inte-

gration through a secondary score derived from genome-wide genotyping data, the PC score
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Chapitre 0 Abstract

(PCS). We compared two models, one using only the PGS and the other using both the PGS

and the PCS. Using the UK Biobank, we found an improvement in genetic prediction for all

phenotypes tested: <10% for blood pressure, BMI and baldness, 16% for menarche age, 38%

for height, 71% for menopausal age, 138% for bone mineral density, 350% for education and

2800% for skin color. These results were reproduced when the trained models were applied to

an external cohort (Cohort Lausannoise).

Each advance in the understanding of complex traits and the calculation of PGS has the

potential to improve genomic medicine when used routinely in clinical practice. During

these four years, I have had the opportunity to act at different levels to participate in this

long-awaited evolution.

Key words: complex traits, omnigenic trait, polygenic score, precision medicine, topologically

associated domains, artificial neural network, crowdsourcing
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Résumé

Le travail présenté dans cette thèse est axé sur l’exploration de l’architecture génétique des

traits humains complexes - à l’aube de la médecine génomique.

Les mécanismes sous-jacents expliquant la nature extrêmement polygénique de la plupart

des traits humains complexes sont encore inconnus. Le premier chapitre explore un modèle

explicatif possible dans lequel les effets de variantes sont dus à un mécanisme indirect, à

savoir la compétition entre les gènes pour des ressources intracellulaires partagées telles

que les ribosomes. Nos résultats montrent que, selon les hypothèses les plus raisonnables,

la compétition pour les ressources ne devrait pas avoir beaucoup d’impact sur les niveaux

d’expression protéique des gènes individuels ou sur les résultats des traits complexes.

La précision des prédictions des scores polygéniques (PGS) reste relativement modeste par rap-

port à ce que l’on attend compte tenu de l’héritabilité estimée des traits. Traditionnellement, la

construction de PGS utilise un grand nombre de variations génétiques, dont la plupart ont de

faibles effets additifs. Les méthodes récentes d’apprentissage machine pourraient améliorer le

PGS en agrégeant également les effets épistatiques. Pour évaluer ces différentes méthodes,

nous avons mené une expérience basée sur un concept novateur de crowdsourcing, détaillé

dans le deuxième chapitre. Nous avons collaboré avec opensnp.org, un dépôt ouvert où les

gens partagent leurs données de génotypage et leurs informations phénotypiques, et avec

crowdai.org, une plateforme qui nous a permis de créer un concours public pour la prédiction

génomique de la taille. Le défi a duré trois mois et a attiré 138 participants. C’était le pre-

mier défi d’approvisionnement par la foule basé sur des données de génotypage génomique

accessibles au public.

En raison du nombre énorme de combinaisons potentielles de variantes, il est difficile d’in-

tégrer des effets épistatiques dans les PGS. Dans le troisième chapitre, nous présentons une

méthode où nous limitons les combinaisons possibles aux limites de chaque domaine topolo-

giquement associé (TAD) indépendamment. Avec la Biobank britannique, pour le phénotype

de hauteur, nous avons inclus 17 560 variantes dans un réseau neuronal artificiel (ANN) et

comparé la variance expliquée (R2) par le PGS avec ou sans la connaissance des TAD. Nous

avons constaté qu’elle apporte une amélioration significative avec une moyenne de R2 passant

de 0,287 à 0,293 (avec une p-value = 10E −5 pour n=20). Nous avons conclu qu’il devrait être

possible de construire de meilleurs SGP en utilisant les ANN et l’épistasie dans les TAD.
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Chapter 0 Abstract

L’effet de l’ascendance génétique sur les phénotypes n’est pas pris en compte dans les es-

timations de risque basées sur les SGP. Cela pourrait accélérer l’adoption de la médecine

génomique pour les populations sous-représentées et les individus de race mixte. Le qua-

trième chapitre présente une méthode pour son intégration par le biais d’un score secondaire

dérivé des données de génotypage à l’échelle du génome, le score PC (PCS). Nous avons

comparé deux modèles, l’un utilisant uniquement le PGS et l’autre utilisant à la fois le PGS

et le PCS. En utilisant la Biobanque du Royaume-Uni, nous avons constaté une amélioration

de la prédiction génétique pour tous les phénotypes testés : <10% pour la pression sanguine,

l’IMC et la calvitie, 16% pour l’âge de la ménarche, 38% pour la taille, 71% pour l’âge de la

ménopause, 138% pour la densité minérale osseuse, 350% pour l’éducation et 2800% pour

la couleur de la peau. Ces résultats ont été reproduits lorsque les modèles formés ont été

appliqués à une cohorte externe (Cohorte Lausannoise).

Chaque avancée dans la compréhension des traits complexes et le calcul des SGP peut amé-

liorer la médecine génomique lorsqu’elle est utilisée en routine dans la pratique clinique. Au

cours de ces quatre années, j’ai eu l’occasion d’agir à différents niveaux pour participer à cette

évolution tant attendue.

Mots clefs : traits complexes, trait omnigenic, score polygénique, médecine de précision,

domaines topologiquement associés, réseau neural artificiel, crowdsourcing
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1 Introduction

Following the completion of the Human Genome Project in 2001, there were high hopes that

genomic approaches would transform clinical care by favoring the emergence of tailored

treatments, diagnostic and prognostic tools that take into account the individual genetic

risk. Since then, however, the promises have not yet been fulfilled, due to the many hurdles

that have emerged along the way revealing a complexity beyond what was expected. These

challenges are both fundamental, with the persistence of questions about the architecture of

complex diseases, and applied, with the need to translate the knowledge gained from genomic

studies into clinical care that benefits everyone.

A constant in the history of the study of complex traits and diseases is the discrepancy between

the degree of complexity observed and expected. Fisher’s first predictions in 1918 stated

that the more complex a trait is - that is, the more genes it is under the influence of - the

smaller the individual contribution of each gene would be[1]. Although this statement is still

valid, the number of associated loci goes far beyond previous expectations and still leaves

us puzzled about the architecture of complex traits. For example, the degree of complexity

for human standing height is such that one variant is expected to be causal every 100 kbp[2].

Recently, a new model called "omnigenic" from J.K. Pritchard’s laboratory has attempted to

frame this observation by classifying genes into two categories. On the one hand, core genes,

corresponding to the orthodox belief in genes directly involved in the biological pathway

responsible for a trait. On the other hand, peripheral genes, described as a new category

of causative genes that have an indirect impact on a trait through their random interaction

with the core genes. The mechanistic link between core and peripheral genes remained

unexplained, which led us to hypothesize that it could be due to a competition between

peripheral and core genes for the use of cellular resources. This work is presented in Chapter 3

of the thesis. We have been able to establish, through a mathematical model, that while under

certain specific conditions such competition is indeed possible, it is unlikely to be the main

driving force of the omnigenic architecture.

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) for complex traits and diseases have identified

multiple associations with genetic variants. Their cumulative impact can be included in a

1



Chapter 1 Introduction

point estimate polygenic score (PGS) which can be used in genomic prediction models. To

date, the predictive power of PGS is still relatively modest compared to the genetic component

estimated from heritability methods [3] or twin studies [4]. Several avenues should be explored

to reduce this gap, from an increase in the size of the cohorts and the number of variants

tested, to the improvement of methods that address the genotype-to-phenotype equation to

construct PGS. Recently, new machine learning methods have been successfully applied to

large datasets in many fields. These techniques are numerous and their ability to accurately

predict complex features needs to be evaluated. Crowdsourced contests for data scientists

have succeeded in bringing together data science experts and enthusiasts from many fields to

solve real-world problems through online challenges. However, because human genomics is

based on highly sensitive data, such an approach has not yet be applied to the field. Thanks to

OpenSNP, a community of citizen scientists who share their direct-to-consumer genotyping

data, we were able to organize a genomic prediction challenge of the height phenotype that

attracted 138 participants. This project is described in Chapter 4.

Complex traits result from the combined effects of individual genes, but could also be partly

determined by gene x gene interactions. These potential interactions represent an unknown

part of the phenotypic variance [5] and are not integrated in current PGS, which typically rely

solely on the additive effects of genetic variants. As described in Chapter 5, we decided to build

an artificial neural network that could uncover potential gene x gene interactions by exploiting

topological association domains (TADs). TADs are functionally delimited genomic regions

of ∼ 800kb with self-interacting DNA, meaning that DNA sequences inside a TAD physically

interact with each other more frequently than with DNA sequences outside the TAD. We were

able to demonstrate a significant difference for a PGS of height, which was improved by 3.5%

when trained on a sequence where the integrity of the TADs was preserved.

Over the past three decades, the bulk of human genomic research has been performed in

North American and European research institutions. As a consequence, it mainly focused on

populations of European ancestry. This has become an acute problem at the dawn of genomic

medicine, as existing resources on common genetic variation and associations with complex

traits are heavily skewed in favour of Europeans, who represent about 80% of the individuals

included in genomic studies. To counterbalance, we have developed a method, described in

Chapter 6, that allows the inclusion of the genetic ancestry component with PGS in predictive

models. We then demonstrated its ability to improve phenotypic prediction over a wide range

of phenotypes.

Over the past years, the field of genomic research has undergone major changes. The broad

availability of data from very large cohorts such as the UK Biobank[6] has made it possible to

ask new questions about the extreme polygenicity of traits, which has led to the development of

the omnigenic model[2]. There has been an explosion of interest in PGS, motivated by claims

of their maturity and their potentially imminent use in clinical practice[7]. This has been

accompanied by growing concerns about equity in genomic research: certain populations

are under-represented, potentially exacerbating the risk of health inequalities[8]. The use of

2



Introduction Chapter 1

artificial neural networks has grown rapidly, culminating recently in a closely related field with

the remarkable success of the DeepMind protein folding algorithm[9].

Now is a fascinating time to do research - and indeed a PhD - in the field of human genomics.

The journey from understanding of complex diseases to concrete implementation of genomic

medicine has only begun.
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2 Background Research

2.1 Genome-wide association studies

2.1.1 Key concepts

History

At the dawn of the 21st century, the completion of the Human Genome Project carried the

hopes that genomics would profoundly change medicine by making it more precise and more

personal [10, 11]. Soon after, the first Phase of the HapMap project was completed in 2005,

which provided crucial information about human genomic diversity. The mapping of Single

Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) across the genome was the key to drive population-based

studies and ushered in the era of Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) [12]. GWAS

aim to identify common genetic variants that vary systematically between individuals with

different disease states. SNPs are by far the most abundant form of genetic variation in the

human genome [13]. More than 100 million have been validated so far: SNP density has been

estimated for around once in every 1000 nucleotides, totaling roughly 3.5 to 4 million SNPs in

a person’s genome. GWAS have identified countless associations between SNPs and complex

traits or diseases over the past 15 years.

Common disease common variant

We distinguish between rare variants that are directly linked to a rare disease (e.g.: DMD

gene variants causing Duchenne muscular dystrophy, inherited in an X-linked recessive

manner) through linkage analysis, and common variants - referred to as SNPs - that can

statistically co-occur with a disease more often than it would be expected by chance, linked to

common diseases through association analysis. A linkage analysis (base on known models of

inheritance) which works for rare diseases has no power to identify genetic factors involved in

complex disease. This reveals a different underlying genetic architecture for common diseases,

which led to the “common disease common variant” hypothesis [14]. It relies on the fact that a

5
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common variant will have a small effect size, and that a common polygenic disease will thus be

influenced by multiple SNPs [15]. To decipher complex diseases, family-based genetic studies

are not likely to be successful, which prompted a shift toward population-based studies [16].

An alternate hypothesis, the “common disease rare variant” hypothesis, argues that multiple

rare DNA sequence variations, each with relatively large effect size, are the major contributors

to genetic susceptibility to common diseases. GWAS studies initially relied mostly on the

“common disease common variant” hypothesis, however the recent availability of very large

cohorts has shown that rare variants also contribute to the heritability of common diseases. A

SNP is characterized by both its frequency (minor allele frequency, MAF) and its effect size

(beta for continuous traits or odd ratio for case-control phenotypes). The Fig.2.1 shows the

various combinations of MAF and effect sizes observed for human SNPs, and their respective

(theoretical) effects on diseases and traits.

Figure 2.1 – Spectrum of Disease Allele Effects.

Genetic variants categorisation and the corresponding association studies can be represented
in two dimensions: allele frequency and effect size. Highly penetrant alleles for Mendelian
disorders are extremely rare with large effect sizes (upper left), while most GWAS findings are
associations of common SNPs with small effect sizes (lower right). The bulk of discovered genetic
associations lie on the diagonal denoted by the dashed lines. Figure from [16]
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Linkage disequilibrium & tagging SNPs

Much of the human genome is b̈lock like,̈ with little recombination within block and block

boundaries that are hotspots of intense recombination. [17, 18] The human genome size is

about 3,100 mega basepairs. The amount of data generated by full genome sequencing is

therefore massive, resulting in a practical need to reduce the genotyping target. It is possible

to maximize the information brought by a single genotyped SNP by leveraging the linkage

disequilibrium (LD) property of genetic data.

LD is measured by the coefficient of determination D’[19]. It is scaled between 0 and 1 (with 0

for a total equilibrium) such as with D AB = P AB −P APB with D ′ = D
Dmax

. Alternatively, r can

be used as the coefficient of correlation with r = D
P A (1−P A)PB (1−PB ) . Because these metrics are

sensitive to any recombination, they will decay over time.

Genotyping a carefully selected set of SNPs is sufficient to determine untyped SNP through

imputation using haplotype reference panels. Although SNPs are genotyped one by one,

methods allow inference of phase [20]. Of the 100 million discovered SNPs, ẗags SNPsäre

selected which allow the capture of variation at nearby sites thought stretch of LD [21, 22,

23]. 80% of the commonly occurring SNPs in a European population can be captured using

500,000 to 1 million SNPs scattered across the genome [24]. In the downstream analysis of

GWAS results, it is important to distinguish between functional SNPs that are directly the

cause of the trait, and indirectly associated SNPs [25] that are in LD with the variant causing

the trait. See Fig.2.2.

Some missing genotype information can be recovered by doing statistical inference based

on the observed genotypes at neighboring SNPs. It is based on a prior haplotype estimation

or phasing, relying on external panels built from whole-genome sequencing projects such

as the International HapMap[26], the 1000 Genome Project[27], or the Haplotype Reference

Consortium [28]. Initially, imputation was done using multinomial models in which each

possible haplotype was given an unknown frequency parameter estimated by the expectation-

maximization (EM) algorithm. Nowadays, the most accurate methods use Hidden Markov

models (HMM). Imputation allows to increase the SNP density and therefore the number

of tested variants. More than 10 million genetic variants are nowadays commonly tested in

GWASs[29].

Figure 2.2 – Indirect association.

Genotyped SNPs often lie in a region of high
linkage disequilibrium with an causal allele.
The genotyped SNP will be statistically associ-
ated with disease as a surrogate. Figure from
[16]
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2.1.2 Statistical power and significance

Multiple testing burden

Because many SNPs are tested simultaneously in a GWAS, there is a need to define a strategy

to deal with multiple testing issues. Family-wise error rates like Bonferroni correction are very

stringent, assuming that tests are independent, it necessitates a p-value of 5.10−8 for 5% type-I

error with a 1 million SNPs GWAS. The premise however of independent tests is not correct

due to the LD properties of the human genome. Therefore, modifications have been proposed

through the use of an effective number of the independent test (Me), based on counting the

number of LD blocks and SNP singleton [30], or through the eigenvalue of the correlation

matrix of the SNP allele counts [31]. Applied to the latest Illumina SNP array, containing 2.45

million SNPs, it estimated the number of 1.37 million Me raising a corresponding genome-wide

significant threshold of 3.63.10−8.

Type I error can also be approximated by a Monte Carlo permutation procedure where pheno-

type labels are randomized over conserved genotype data. All M tests are then calculated and

the smallest p-value is pulled out. The process is repeated to construct an empirical frequency

distribution of the smallest p-values. The p-values calculated from the real data are then

compared to this distribution to determine an empirical adjusted p-value. Pad j = (r+1)
(n+1) , with

n the number of permutation and r the number of p-value smaller than the one obtained from

test on real data [32]. Finally, the false discovery rate (FDR) is an estimate of the proportion of

the significant results that are false positive. It has been used in some GWAS studies. [33, 34]

Statistical power estimation

In a landmark paper published almost 20 years ago, it was found that only 6 of the 166 initial

association findings were reliably replicated in subsequent studies [35]. The false-positive

report probability [36] (FPRP), which is P (H0 | P ≤α), the probability of no true association

between a genetic variant and a disease given a statistically significant finding, depends

not only on the observed p-value but also on both the prior probability that the association

between the genetic variant and the disease is real and the statistical power of the test.

P (H0 | P ≤α) = P (P ≤α | H0)P (H0)

P (P ≤α | H0)P (H0)+P (P ≤α | H1)P (H1)

= απ0

απ0 + (1−β)(1−π0)

(2.1)

Where π0 is the prior probability for H0 to be true. For complex traits in the context of GWAS,

multiple SNPs have a true association with the trait, and P (P ≤α | H1) could be considered as

the average statistical power of all SNPs for which H1 is true. See Fig. 2.3A, 2.3B
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Figure 2.3 – Prior probability of H0

(A) Prior probability that H0 is true = 0.5

(B) Prior probability that H0 is true = 0.999

Posterior probability of H0 given the critical significance level and the statistical power of
a study, for different prior probabilities of H0. We see that the probability of false-positive
association decreases with increasing power, decreasing significance level, and decreasing the
prior probability of the null hypothesis (H0). Figure from [37]

We could set alpha to control FPRP

α= P (H0|P ≤α)

1−P (H0|P ≤α)

1−π0

π0
(1−β) (2.2)

The difficult part remains in evaluating the power, which requires making assumptions on the

underlying disease model.
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Most common diseases have a complex genetic architecture that involves multiple risk loci

combined with environmental factors. Rare alleles or alleles with very small effect sizes will

be especially hard to detect because they account for little variance in the global liability

(predisposition to cause disease).

If a causal SNP is untyped nor imputed, a proxy SNP correlated with r to the causal SNP

would require a sample increased by a factor 1
r 2 to be detected. Plus, due to MAF difference,

a rare variant cannot be in strong LD with any of the common variants usually present on

commercial SNP arrays. Rare variants could be assigned more weight as they are more likely

to be subject to negative selection. For detecting them, a gene or pathway-based approach

could be used.

2.1.3 Biological and Statistical models binding

GWAS Outcome

In a case-control study, the predictor (SNPs) will be linked to a binary - case or control

status - outcome. Whereas in quantitative studies, the predictor will be linked to quantitative

outcomes (e.g. plasma concentration of a biomarker).

Single SNP test

The ideal test will depend on the unknown underlying biological model (e.g., recessive, domi-

nant, over-dominant) of the disease-predisposing variant. The additive model is commonly

used as a standard choice, it assumes that the heterozygous risk is intermediate between the

two homozygous risks.

Traits are analyzed using a linear model, including linear regression for quantitative traits

and logistic regression for case-control studies. Case-control uses generalized linear model

because of the non-normality of the residuals. In such a case, the outcome is transformed

using a logistic function that predicts the probability of having case status given a genotype

class. Here we fits Y = s(α+βX1 +γX2), where s is the logit function. The logistic regression

model assumes that the log-odds of an observation y can be expressed as a linear function of

the K input variables x:

l og
P (x)

1−P (x)
=

K∑
j=0

b j x j (2.3)

Here the disease risk of individuals is equated to β0,β1,β2 according to the genotype, and a

likelihood-ratio test of this model will be computed against the null hypothesis of β0 =β1 =β2.

If we fix the beta to β1 = β0+β2

2 to stick to additive model a 1d f tests is obtained, equivalent
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to the Armitage test. For single SNP analysis, there is not a lot of interest in these more

complicated test models, however, when it comes to multiple SNP testing with complex

epistatic and environmental interactions or covariates such as population stratification, it

offers much more flexibility. The logistic regression can provide adjusted odds ratios as a

measure of effect size, which is the chances of being a case given the presence of a SNP,

proportional to the chances of being a case without the SNP.

Collapsing tests, rare variant analysis

Collapsing the signal from multiple SNPs into one is both a test of association for multiple

SNPs and a way to leverage rare variants [38]. With high-throughput sequencing, the whole

genome can now be sequenced quickly and at reasonable price, making methods relying on

LD to tagged untyped causal SNPs less relevant.

Running single marker association analyses that include rare variants, at the scale of the

genome, would dramatically increase the multiple testing burden. For this reason, region-

based analysis is preferred (genes, moving windows, networks/pathways). A burden test will

aggregate variant information in a region into a summary dose variable and will be more

powerful if all variants are causal with the same effect sizes and association directions. A

burden test can be weighted to give more importance to rare variants, which theoretically

have a bigger effect size, and/or to variants with predicted functional effects.

Multi-locus analysis, epistatic effects : gene-gene interaction

It is commonly admitted that genes interact with each other and with environmental factor to

cause complex diseases[39]. Because of the number of SNPs across the genome, well-powered

global pairwise study are challenging [40]. One solution is to only select the SNPs that have

a marginal effect for pairwise analysis, searching for potential interactions with any other

SNP in standard regression models[41, 42]. However, a lot of multi-locus interactions will be

missed, which have purely epistatic effect[40, 43]. Another approach is to select SNPs based

on biological relevance for the studied trait, as for example a biological pathway, structure, or

function. Epistatic effects can be evaluated by a deviation from a model of additive effects, but

it could be either on a logarithmic or linear scale, which implies a different definition.

Confounding factors and population stratification

Some non-genetic factors such as age, sex, and location can impact statistical tests and

produce spurious associations. Covariate adjustment will minimize these effects but use

additional degrees of freedom. Population stratification can also lead to spurious associations

in GWAS. It happens when within the case or control group, a population is overrepresented in

comparison to the other group (Fig. 2.4). There are several possible reasons for a subgroup to

be overrepresented among cases: a higher proportion of causal alleles in a subgroup; different
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environmental factors between subgroups, which either modify the penetrance of an allele

or directly impact the disease outcome; a sample bias. All of these can lead to ascertainment

bias. Population structure is a misnomer: it actually represents a pattern of distant kinship.

Spurious associations arise when cases or controls are more related to one population than

the other group.

Figure 2.4 – Population Stratification.

We can see that case and control con-
tains in different proportions, two dif-
ferent subpopulations. This could lead
to spurious associations. Figure from
[44]

The most used techniques to control for population stratification are based on principal

component (PC) analysis of the genotyping matrix followed by the inclusion of the eigen

values of the significant PC axes as covariates in the regression analyses[45].

Nowadays, the use of mixed linear model is the most popular method to correct for multi-

ple levels of relatedness simultaneously, including the presence of cryptic relatedness and

population stratification [46, 47].

A common representation of association of multiple SNPs is the quantile-quantile (QQ-)plot of

p-values (Fig. 2.5. Negatively ranked log p-values are plot against their null expectations. Early

departure of negatively ranked log p-values from their expected values is a strong indication

of the presence of population stratification. Nevertheless, it has been shown that highly

polygenic trait shows inflation due not to spurious factor but the true underlying genetic

architecture [48].

2.1.4 Results and Beyond

Polygenic score

: One use of GWAS results is the computation polygenic score (PGS) sometimes referred to as

a polygenic risk score (PRS) in the context of diseases. It aims as aggregating the effect of the

many variants associated with a trait or disease - with a lenient significant threshold - to an

individual score. This score can then be used, ideally with other existing clinical predictors,

to create a higher-level composite score, i.e., to stratify individuals by risk and potentially

individualize medical care [49].
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Figure 2.5 – Quantile-quantile plot.

QQ-plot representation summaries
the global association profile on the
study. Inflation at the end (lowest p-
value) correspond to causal associa-
tions. Inflation that begins too early
corresponds to population stratifica-
tion. Figure from [44]

Ancestry issues

The GWAS field suffers from structural inequality that commonly hit societies, including the

representativity of the samples that have been included in studies. In 2020, the GWAS diversity

monitor shows that there is a huge imbalance in terms of representativity with 84% of samples

from individuals of European ancestry [50]. This could have a dramatic impact on the practical

implementation of genomic medicine, making it much harder for people of non-European

ancestry to benefit from recent genomic advances. For these reasons, there is an urgent need

of expanding GWAS studies to multiple ancestries, as done for example by consortia such as

PAGE, H3Africa, the African Genome Variation Project, and GenomeAsia 100k. In addition,

techniques should be developed to allow for a quick transfer of existing results to admixed

populations.

Summary

As of 2020-12-02, the GWAS Catalog contains 4795 publications and 222,000 for 55,000 unique

loci and 5000 traits. The first GWAS in 2005[51] analyzed 146 samples, while some studies now

include more than a million participants. The number of variants tested as also increased

from <500,000 in the early days to >10 millions today.

2.2 Heritability

2.2.1 Heritability definition

Heritability is a dimensionless population parameter summarizing the proportion of vari-

ance that is attributable to genetic variation in a given environment, distinguishing what
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is attributable to nature vs. what is attributable to nurture. It is a ratio of variances: the

numerator contains the genetic component; the denominator contains the observed phe-

notypic component. Broad-sense heritability (H 2) describes the proportion of phenotypic

variance attributable to the total genetic variance, H 2 = f r acσ2
Gσ

2
P . σ2

P can be broken down

in σ2
P =σ2

G +σ2
E +σ2

G×E where σ2
E is the phenotypic variance caused by environmental factors

and σ2
G×E the interaction between environmental and genetic factors. σ2

G can be broken

down in σ2
A +σ2

G×G +σ2
D where σ2

A is the additive, σ2
G×G the epistatic (interaction between

different loci alleles), and σ2
D the dominant (interaction between same locus alleles) genetic

component. Narrow-sense heritability (h2) describes the proportion of the additive genetic

component in the observed phenotypic variance, h2 = σ2
A

σ2
P

.

2.2.2 Heritability of height

In 2003, a twin study estimated height H 2
t wi n at 0.8 [52]. In 2006, a comparable result was ob-

tained through genome-wide markers using the correlation between the amount of identical-

by-descent (IBD) segments and the phenotype for 4,401 pairs of siblings estimating H 2
f am to

be 0.8 [53]. We consider here that those two studies estimated the broad-sense heritability.

Indeed, twins or siblings share enough genomic regions to inherit entirely (twins) or partially

(siblings) the genetic interaction component of the phenotypic variance [5]. In other words,

the gene-gene interaction component is (at least partially) captured by the pedigree. Even

if we would expect a lower heritability estimate from the study on siblings, sharing half of

their genome, than from the study on twins, many parameters such as different populations,

environmental factors, and technical biases have to be considered.

In 2008, a meta-analysis of three different GWAS [54, 55, 56] including 63,000 samples in

total uncovered 40 loci associated with height, with 57 genome-wide significant markers.

Surprisingly, these variants only explained 5% of the heritability of height (h2
GW S = 0.05),

resulting in a call for the creation of a big consortium [57] to capture what was called the

‘missing heritability of height’. The missing heritability was described as the dark matter of

GWAS, detectable through family studies but invisible in the results of association studies [58].

Different hypotheses were proposed, such as a large number of variants with small effect size,

the existence of untagged rare variants with larger effect size, poorly tagged structural variants,

or the contribution of a gene-gene interaction component. In 2010, a GWAS with 183,727

samples estimated height h2
GW S at 0.12 with 180 loci [59]. It showed that most loci were in

biologically relevant pathways such as skeletal growth; most associated variants were near

likely causal genes; variants were enriched for likely functional effect on genes and; there was

allelic heterogeneity. No convincing interaction was found by testing pairwise associations

between genome-wide significant markers.

In 2010 the ‘Restricted Maximum Likelihood’ (REML) technique was proposed, which takes
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advantage of dense genotyping data to exploit small differences in the proportion of genome

shared between apparently unrelated individuals to estimate narrow-sense heritability [60].

On a cohort of 3,925 individuals, the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) based heritability

h2
SN P was estimated to be 0.45. REML estimates the narrow-sense heritability attributable to

common SNPs because non-related individuals are unlikely to share most potential gene-gene

interactions and therefore only expose the additive genetic component to linear models. It

was speculated in the paper that the remaining missing heritability would be mostly due to

incomplete linkage disequilibrium (LD) between markers and causative alleles. In 2011 the

REML technique was included in a new tool dedicated to the characterization of complex

traits, GCTA as GREML-SC (single component) [3]. In 2014, the GIANT consortium study pow-

ered by 253,288 samples estimated h2
GW S at 0.16 with 697 genome-wide significant markers

(associated with 423 loci) and h2
GW AS with a significant threshold of 5×10−3 at 0.29 with 9,500

markers, accounting for 60% of the variance attributable to all common SNPs [61].

In 2015, the new techniques GREML-LDMS (LD and MAF stratified) estimated h2
SN P at 0.56 [62].

Because of the maximum possible LD correlation between two genetic variants declines as

their difference in minor allele frequency (MAF) increases, the imputation quality can decrease

from 97% for common variants to 68% for rare variants. Leveraging this parameter, it was

estimated that h2 could be as big as 0.6 - 0.7. Most of the ‘missing heritability’ described

in 2010 was thus coming from many common variants with small effect size [60], while

rare and low-frequency variants were estimated to account for 1.7% of heritability [63]. In

addition, CNVs were reported to be associated with short stature [64] and recently reported to

be associated with height with effect size as big as 2.4cm [65].

2.2.3 Heritability estimators

Over the past decade, our ability to estimate and interpret heritability of complex traits from

population-level, genome-wide data has made great progress, yet many issues remain [66]

[67]. In 2012, the GCTA GREML-SC heritability estimator was outperformed by LDAK which

takes into account LD [68]. Indeed, GREML-SC overestimated heritability for causal variants

in high LD regions and underestimated heritability for those in low LD regions. In 2015, LDAK

was criticized as giving too much weight to rare variants, and GCTA GREML-LDMS, which

conditions on LD and MAF, was introduced [62]. In 2017, LDAK was improved and heritabil-

ity estimation now includes LD, MAF, and SNP genotyping quality [69]. Nonetheless, those

techniques are assessed by simulation where the assumptions of the simulations follow the

assumptions used to evaluate the quality of the models. Therefore, those results have to be

taken carefully. Following extensive comparison based on whole-genome sequencing data,

GREML-LDMS seems to be the least biased. Despite this, most of the literature report h2
SN P

from GREML-SC estimates [67].
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In 2015, a technique called ‘stratified LD score regression’ was proposed, which allows heri-

tability to be partitioned depending on categories made of subsets of SNPs [70]. Leveraging

data from FANTOM [71], ENCODE [72], and relying on GWAS summary statistics, the au-

thors found that conserved regions (which account for 2.6% of all SNPs) explained 35% of

the heritability across all traits, and that the heritability per chromosome was proportional

to its length. In September 2017, the method was updated from partitioning the heritability

of SNPs based on binary annotations to continuous annotations. The authors investigated

LD-dependent architecture and suggested considering the age of variant apparition rather

than LD [73]. The rationale is that more recent variants have less LD and are more likely to

have a high effect sizes because negative selection hasn’t happened yet.

2.3 Evolution of complex traits understanding

2.3.1 History

In the early 1900s, a debate raged between Mendelians and Biometricians to explain the

underlying rules explaining the distribution of continuous traits, as it was understood for

Mendelians traits. This was largely solved by R.A. Fisher [1], who demonstrated that, if a

quantitative trait results from the expression of multiple genes, the random drawing of alleles

would result in a normally distributed phenotype within the population. As the number of

genes would grow, their individual effect size would decrease. This laid the foundation of what

would later become the infinitesimal model. Until year 2000, the number of genes implicated

in any complex trait was unknown, but it was expected to be in the 10s or 100s.

2.3.2 An extended polygenicity

The first surprise came with the GWAS era, which revealed that significantly associated variants

only explain a small fraction of heritability, implying that many more gene variants are impli-

cated in complex traits [58]. It was estimated that 62% of all common SNPs are associated with

a non-zero effect on height [2]. The second surprise came from the partition of heritability [74].

It revealed that the variance explained by each chromosome is proportional to its length,

hinting to a uniform distribution of causal variants across the genome. It was estimated that

71 to 100% of 1Mb windows contribute to the risk of schizophrenia [75]. The third surprise

came from fine mapping. While Mendelian diseases are mostly caused by variants resulting

in protein-coding changes, complex traits seem to be mainly driven by variants mapping

to regulatory regions [76, 77, 78]. Finally, associated SNPs are enriched in genes active in

relevant cell type. There is little enrichment of genes specifically active in relevant cell type

versus genes broadly active in every cell type, but there is a deprivation of genes inactive in

relevant cell type [2]. While the missing heritability was partially solved when it was shown

that common variants below the significant threshold contribute to complex traits [60], little
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was understood regarding the presence of so many causally associated genes in seemingly

irrelevant functions.

2.3.3 Toward the omnigenic model

Those observations led to the recent introduction of the so-called ‘omnigenic model’ as a new

perspective to understand extreme polygenic traits [2]. Under this assumption, causal genes

can be dichotomized in two categories. On the one hand, the core genes. They are causal

because they are involved directly in the etiology of a trait. They are enriched in the most

significant markers. Because they are a minority, they explain a modest part of heritability. On

the other hand, the peripheral genes. They are causal because they are expressed in relevant

cell types. In comparison to core genes, they are enriched in the lower tier of the significant

markers. Because they constitute the majority, they explain the biggest part of heritability. The

rationale is that because peripheral genes are expressed in a highly interconnected network

of pathways, the ‘small-world property’ of network applies, and a change in the expression

of a peripheral gene will have an impact on a core gene through a limited number of steps.

This model also correlates with recent findings showing a high degree of pleiotropy between

complex traits [79].

The omnigenic model was criticised in 2018[80]. Namely, it argues that the robustness of

biological systems based on multiple backup cues that core genes can be much more, but

lacks due to the current imperfect annotation of gene function. Furthermore, in the context of

common diseases, there is no evidence that the type of genes enriched for rare variants merits

special attention, as the effect size has little relationship to clinical relevance. They argue that

the study design should not be redirected to whole-exome sequencing with the objective of

identifying core genes.
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Most human complex traits are enormously polygenic, with tiny effects contributed by

thousands of variants spread nearly uniformly across the genome. These observations

raise a question about why so many variants–and so many genes–impact any given phe-

notype. Here we explore a possible explanatory model in which variant effects are due

to an indirect mechanism, namely competition among genes for pools of shared intracel-

lular resources such as ribosomes. To this end, we describe a simple theoretical model

of resource competition during translation. We investigate whether the combined effects

of thousands of eQTLs genome-wide can be expected to exert a meaningful influence on

complex trait variation by altering the abundances of these shared resources. Our find-

ings show that under most reasonable assumptions, resource competition should not be

expected to have much impact on either the protein expression levels of individual genes,

nor on complex trait outcomes. We conclude that, for most complex traits, resource com-

petition is not a viable explanation for high polygenicity.
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Resource competition between genes is unlikely a driving force of

complex trait architecture?

3.1 Introduction

Since the advent of genome-wide association studies around 15 years ago, there has been

huge progress in determining the genetic basis of many human complex traits [51, 81, 82].

However, early studies found something perplexing: namely that the lead variants for any

given trait typically explained only a small fraction of the heritability that had been predicted

by family studies [56, 58]. This gap between the heritability accounted for by top variants, and

the heritability observed in family studies, caused so much consternation that in 2008 it was

referred to as the “mystery of missing heritability” [83].

This mystery was largely resolved when it was shown that most of the trait heritability comes

from large numbers of common variants with very small effect sizes, whose signals fall far

below genome-wide significance [84, 60]. Further work since then has shown that for many

complex traits, there are on the order of 104 or even 105 variants across the genome that affect

trait variance [85, 86, 87, 88]. Although there is heritability enrichment for coding variants,

most of the heritability comes from non-coding variants impacting gene regulation [89, 76,

70]. These variants are spread surprisingly uniformly across the genome rather than being

strongly concentrated near important genes or in particular chromosomal regions [75, 90].

Indeed the overall genetic architecture of most complex traits bears a striking resemblance to

the classic infinitesimal model of quantitative genetics, developed starting from Fisher’s 1919

paper [1].

However, such analyses also indicate another curious feature of the data. While the strongest

GWAS signals are usually enriched near trait-relevant genes, in most cases these trait-relevant

genes seem to contribute only a small fraction of the heritability [91, 61, 2, 92, 93]. For most

diseases and other phenotypes, this conclusion is slightly tenuous as we generally have quite

incomplete knowledge of the most relevant pathways; however the observation that the SNPs

contributing heritability are spread relatively uniformly across the genome [75] implies that a

large fraction of genes must be contributing to the trait variance [2].

Furthermore, in certain traits we do know much more about the molecular pathways that

are directly involved in the trait biology, and detailed analysis of such traits is consistent with

what was inferred from more complicated traits. For example, a recent paper from our group

examined GWAS data for three molecular traits–urate, IGF-1, and testosterone–where a great

deal is known about the relevant biological pathways [88]. Aside from one major effect locus

for urate, that paper concluded that in aggregate the lead biological pathways for each trait

only explain about 10% of the total SNP-based heritability. Instead, for all three traits, the bulk

of the heritability comes from a large number of SNPs spread relatively uniformly across the

genome: we estimated around 4,000-12,000 causal variants for the three molecular traits and

80,000 causal variants for height. Hence, paradoxically, for typical traits most of the heritability

appears to act mainly through seemingly trait-irrelevant genes.
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Why do so many genes affect trait variance? Thus, the resolution of the missing-heritability

question leads to a second, and more mechanistic question: Why are complex traits so enor-

mously polygenic, and why do so many different genes affect trait variance?

In two recent papers, our group proposed a simple quantitative model that we referred to

as the “omnigenic” or sometimes “core gene” model, to explain this [2, 94]. Summarized

very briefly, this model proposes that a modest fraction of all genes have direct effects on a

phenotype of interest; these are referred to as “core genes”. Meanwhile, all of the other genes

expressed in trait-relevant cell types are referred to as “peripheral genes”. While the peripheral

genes do not exert direct effects on the trait, by definition, the expression levels of peripheral

genes can have indirect effects on the trait via gene regulatory networks. Indeed, we propose

that the large majority of the heritability actually flows through indirect trans-regulatory effects

from periperhal genes.

This model is currently difficult to test directly due to our limited knowledge of gene networks

and causal variants. However, our work with molecular traits strongly supports the conclusion

that core genes typically contribute only small fractions of the heritability [88]. Recent work

on correlations between polygenic scores for various traits and whole blood gene expression

of likely core genes also supports the network component of the model [95].

Furthermore, we showed that there is a natural connection between our model and estimates

of cis- and trans-heritability of gene expression [94]. Surveying work that measures gene

expression heritability in a variety of cell types and species, we estimated that typically ∼ 70%

of gene expression heritability is due to trans regulation [94]. Since trans-eQTLs have very

small effect sizes compared to cis-eQTLs, this implies that a typical gene must be regulated

by very large numbers of trans-eQTLs–most of which lie far below the detection threshold

for current studies. Based on the 70% estimate for trans heritability of expression, our model

implies that peripheral genes can be expected to contribute ∼ 70% to nearly 100% of the

heritability for any given trait, depending on the number of core genes and their relative

positions within the regulatory network.

It’s worth noting that other types of effects also contribute to the observed architectures

of complex traits but do not resolve the paradox of extreme polygenicity, and will not be

considered in detail in this paper. First, many disease endpoints are impacted by multiple

separate intermediate processes, each of which is polygenic in its own right. For example,

diabetes risk is affected by adiposity, lipid levels and distribution, and liver function, each of

which has a polygenic basis in its own right [96]. Thus, any variants that affect the intermediate

processes can potentially be detected in GWAS of the endpoint trait [97, 98, 99, 78, 96]. While

this hierarchical nature of traits certainly contributes to the high polygenicity of some disease

endpoints, it seems unlikely to be a complete and general explanation given that virtually

all complex traits show high polygenicity. To give just one counter-example, urate, which is

controlled mainly by solute channels in the kidneys was estimated to have ∼ 12,000 causal

variants [88].
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A second relevant effect is that selective constraint can play a “flattening” role on signals by

lowering the allele frequencies of the large-effect variants [87]. This effect may contribute to

the modest contributions of core genes, but does not help to explain the very high polygenicity

of traits.

The role of resource competition in trans-regulation and heritability. In this paper we

consider the role of a mechanism for trans regulation that is distinct from the network-based

model that we considered previously [2, 94]. In the original phrasing of our model we as-

sumed implicitly that the effects from peripheral genes are transmitted via specific molecular

interactions in cell regulatory networks. One obvious regulatory interaction of this type is

found in the relationship between transcription factors and their target genes, but any type

of specific molecular interaction between genes that affects their expression would fit within

that framework. However, in the present paper, we consider a completely different form of

regulation, namely via resource competition.

The fundamental notion of the resource competition model is that each cell contains finite

pools of shared molecules that are important for gene expression and regulation, including for

example RNA PolII, nucleotides, tRNAs and ribosomes. Consider a cis-eQTL for a particular

gene. If an individual carries the high-expressing genotype then we can expect this to very

slightly reduce the number of ribosomes and other shared resources available to all other

genes. Hence, resource limitation could mean that a cis-eQTL acts as a (very weak) trans-eQTL

for every other gene.

We should clearly expect the net effect of any single cis-eQTL to be tiny, but what about

in aggregate? We know that a large fraction of genes have cis-eQTLs [100]. If there are 104

eQTLs in a cell type of interest, then could these in aggregate drive a meaningful effect on

the variance of any given gene, or on the heritability of a trait controlled by that cell type?

3.2 A model for intracellular resource competition

We study this question using a simple model of resource competition in a scenario of extreme

resource scarcity. To make the model specific, we describe it in terms of competition for

ribosomes, but competition for other types of resources would be modeled very similarly.

We first examine the effect of the resource competition on the variation in protein level of a

single gene. We then apply this model to a complex trait under the omnigenic model of Liu et

al. Although we assume a relatively simple competition model for illustrative purposes, our

results are generalizable. We discuss the effects of some extensions of our basic model and

explain why our results remain robust.

Alternative to the last two lines: Although we assume a relatively simple competition model

for illustrative purposes, our model’s simplicity arises from assuming an extreme form of

resource competition with no free ribosomes. Therefore, our results should hold for more
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complex models with less stringent resource competition. Furthermore, our results stem not

from model specifics but from order of magnitude arguments and should therefore hold quite

generally, see discussion below.

The two main steps of gene expression are transcription and translation, and resource competi-

tion has previously been described for the translation step [101, 102]. In addition, competition

between gene products can also occur at the level of downstream molecular mechanisms,

such as the access of different protein species to a transport mechanism. Mathematically,

all forms of resource competition are similar. However, to have a concrete example in mind,

we focus on translation for two reasons. Firstly, it has been shown in Escherichia coli that

during high growth, only 30% of the RNA polymerases are active against 80% of the ribosomes

[101, 102]. Second, translation is the most energy-consuming intracellular process, which we

consider as an approximation of resource consumption [103]. Competition during translation

can come from different factors including ribosomes, tRNAs or translation factors. It has been

shown that in Saccharomyces cerevisiae ribosomes are the main limiting factor [104].

A basic model of competition for ribosomes. Previous work has developed sophisticated

quantitative models of translation [105, 106]. However, to focus more clearly on the parameters

that are directly relevant here, we use a simpler model that gives the protein level of a particular

gene relative to two random components: the basal mRNA level of that gene, and the mRNA

level of the rest of the transcriptome.

If we assume that translation is limited by ribosomes and that ribosomes have equal affinity

for each mRNA species, then the rate at which ribosomes bind to the mRNAs of a given gene

is:

Ri = Ni∑m
k Nk

= Ni

Ntot
(3.1)

with Ri being the rate at which ribosomes bind to mRNAs of the i gene, Ni being the number

of mRNA copies of the i gene, m being the number of genes, and Ntot =∑m
k Nk defining the

total number of mRNA copies. We assume that m >> 1. For simplicity, this expression ignores

variation in translational efficiency across mRNAs; this would be incorporated as additional

constant scaling factors for each term in Eq. 3.1.

At equilibrium, the protein level for the i th gene is then proportional to Ri :

Pi ∝ Ri = Ni∑m
k Nk

= Ni

Ntot
(3.2)

with Pi being the protein level of the i gene. (Here we simplify the model by ignoring differ-

ences in decay rates between genes.) Without loss of generality, we set the constant propor-

tionality to 1, which gives Pi = Ri . This is equivalent to changing the units of Pi .

We assume that Ni results from the cis-regulatory elements of the i gene. This assumption
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means that Cov[Ni , N j ] = 0 for i 6= j . We will discuss the effects of the trans-regulatory

elements later. In addition to the cis-regulatory effects, the transcriptome will have trans-

pQTL effects on Pi through resource competition, which we define as the competitive effect.

Therefore, the cis-eQTL of each gene is a trans-pQTL for all other genes by the competitive

effect. This model is shown in Figure 3.1.

Alternative paragraph: We assume low levels of gene co-regulation, i.e. that Cov[Ni , N j ] ≈ 0

for i 6= j . While this is true in general for gene pairs, core genes that affect a specific trait might

be co-regulated [94]. We discuss this possibility later and explain why it only serves to further

diminish the relative effect of resource competition.

In addition to regulatory effects, the transcriptome will have trans-pQTL effects on Pi through

resource competition, which we define as the competitive effect. Therefore, an eQTL of a

gene is a trans-pQTL for all other genes by the competitive effect. This model is shown in

Figure 3.1.

We initially assume that the mean and variance of the level of expression are the same for

all genes, and define µN ≡ E(Ni ) and V [N ] ≡V (Ni ). We will discuss the implications of this

hypothesis later.

Figure 3.1 – Illustration of the competition model for ribosomes. (A) Translation of a single
gene may be affected by ribosome depletion due to translation of other genes. (B) This same
model extends to complex traits by distinguishing between translation of core and peripheral
genes.

3.3 Effect of resource competition on the variance of a single gene

Before getting to the more-complicated model of a complex trait, we focus first on the effect of

resource competition on protein expression of a single gene. Here we ask: What proportion of

the variance of a protein level comes from resource competition versus non-competitive

effects?

According to our model (3.2), the variance of protein level i is :

V [Pi ] =V

[
Ni∑m
k Nk

]
=V

[
Ni

Ntot

]
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The variance of a ratio can be approximated by a first-order Taylor expansion [107, 108] as:

V

[
f

g

]
≈ 1

E [g ]2

(
V [ f ]−2 E [ f ]

E [g ]Cov[ f , g ]+ E [ f ]2

E [g ]2 V [g ]
)

. (3.3)

Using this approximation, we can write:

V [Pi ] ∝V [Ni ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
basal

−2 E [Ni ]
E [Ntot ]Cov[Ni , Ntot ]+ E [Ni ]2

E [Ntot ]2 V [Ntot ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
competi t i on

.
(3.4)

Without loss of generality, we set the proportionality constant of the Equation 3.4 to 1, which is

equivalent to measuring the levels of gene expression in units of the expected total expression

level, E [Ntot ].

The first term on the right side of the Equation 3.4 reflects the variation in protein levels due

to gene regulation and the second and third terms reflect the effects of resource competition.

These two resource competition terms in this equation represent two opposite effects: (1) An

increase in the expression level of gene i also leads to an increase in overall expression levels,

leaving fewer ribosomes available for translation of gene i ; and conversely for a decrease in

expression level. This leads to a reduction in the variance of the protein as represented by the

second term of the equation 3.4. (2) A fluctuation in the expression level of any gene leads to a

fluctuation in the number of ribosomes available for the translation of the i gene and thus to

an increase in the variance of the protein level as represented by the third term of the equation

3.4. As can be seen, the two effects of resource competition depend on the ratio of the mean

mRNA level of the gene of interest to the mean sum of all genes. This suggests that if the gene

of interest constitutes only a small fraction of the total mRNA, as is expected to be the case for

almost all genes in almost all tissues for almost all organisms, resource competition has only a

small effect on the variation in protein levels.

We can easily quantify this effect under the simplifying assumption that the expression levels of

all genes are identically and independently distributed. In this case, Equation 3.4 is simplified

to:

V [Pi ] =V [N ]−2 1
m V [N ]+ 1

m2 mV [N ]

=V [N ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
basal

− 1
m V [N ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

competi t i on

(3.5)

with V [N ] being the variance of the protein level of a gene. When all the gene expression

patterns are identical, resource competition actually leads to a reduction in protein variance.

However, this reduction is m times smaller than the baseline variance. This is because the

relative change in the denominator of Pi (equation 3.2) is m times smaller than the relative

change in the numerator. Therefore, resource competition will have only a negligible effect on

variation in protein levels.

If we relax our hypothesis that genes are identically distributed, we find that the direction of
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the overall effect of resource competition may differ between genes, although its magnitude

remains small. We denote the mean and variance of gene expression in i as E [Ni ] and V [Ni ]

and their mean values as µ̄= 1
m

∑
i E [Ni ] and V̄ = 1

m

∑
i V [Ni ]. Equation 3.5 then becomes

V [Pi ] =V [Ni ]−2
1

m

E [Ni ]

µ̄
V [Ni ]+ 1

m

E [Ni ]2

µ̄2 V̄

=V [Ni ]

1 −2
1

m

E [Ni ]

µ̄
+ 1

m

V̄

µ̄2

E [Ni ]2

V [Ni ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
competi t i on

 .

(3.6)

The first resource competition term, representing the suppression of protein variation by the

limited pool of ribosomes, remains small as long as the mean expression level of gene i is low

relatively to overall gene expression, i.e. as long as E [Ni ]
µ̄ << m. The second term of resource

competition, representing the increase in protein variation due to fluctuations in ribosome

availability for gene i , remains relatively small as long as there is variability in the level of gene

expression. However, if there is almost no variability in the expression level of gene i , i.e. if
V [Ni ]
E [Ni ] << V̄

2µ̄ , then this term will be important since almost all variation in protein level will be

due to resource competition. Interestingly, since the two terms of competition have opposite

directions, the direction of the overall effect on protein level variation will vary between genes

and will depend on the mean and variance of the gene expression level.

In Figures 3.2A and 3.2B, we show by simulations (see supplementary materials section 3.8.1)

that the relative effect of resource competition is small and at a scale of 1/m.

Because we have seen that, first, competition has little effect on the variance of protein level

and, second, competition acts entirely in trans, if 70% of the heritability of gene expression

comes from trans-regulation as estimated in Liu et al. [94], then it cannot come from competi-

tion alone.

Although the expression of most gene pairs is not highly correlated, if genes are subject to trans-

regulation such that a single transcription factor binds to many cis-regulatory elements, and

thus control the expression of many genes, they can co-vary. We estimated that the inclusion

of such a behavior would have little impact on the effect of competition (see complementary

documents, fig.3.6A and 3.6B). Though competition acts entirely in trans, our results suggest it

cannot account for much of this trans-regulated variation in gene expression. This suggests

that other mechanisms are responsible for the bulk of trans-regulated variation.

3.4 Effect of resource competition on the variance of complex traits

The second question we ask is: what is the impact of competition on the phenotypic vari-

ance of a complex trait?
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(A) Genes are all identical (B) Genes differ in variances

Figure 3.2 – Impact of competition on protein level variance. Both figures represent that
impact of the competition on the protein level variance. (A) Case where all genes are identical
and in variable number m from 5 to 100. (B) Case where genes have heterogeneous expression
patterns and in variable number m from 5 to 100. We overlay the simulation data (dots with an
error bar) and the formula (line). Each point represents the average result of 100 simulations
based on 10,000 samples with a 90% confidence interval.

Phenotype expression. Following the omnigenic model laid out in Boyle et al. and Liu et al.

[2, 94], we consider a number of c core proteins species that affect a trait, Y . We define the

effect size per core protein level on the phenotype as γ, with γi being the effect size for the

core protein species i . According to the Liu et al model, the phenotype is given by:

Yi = Ȳ +
c∑

j=1
γ j (Pi , j − P̄ j )+εYi (3.7)

Next, incorporating variance from competition we have:

Yi = Ȳ +
c∑

j=1
γ j (

Ni , j

Ntot ,i
− N̄ j

¯Ntot
)+εYi

= Ȳ + Nγ,i

Ntot ,i
− N̄γ

¯Ntot
+εYi

(3.8)

where we define, for convenience, Nγ,i =∑c
j=1γ j N j ,i . The random error term εYi represents

environmental and stochastic effects.

We now use our approximation (equation 3.3) to obtain an expression for the phenotypic

variance:

V [Y ] =V [Nγ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
basal

−2
E [Nγ]

E [Ntot ]Cov[Nγ, Ntot ]+ E [Nγ]2

E [Ntot ]2 V [Ntot ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
competi t i on

(3.9)
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This expression is identical in form to the equation 3.4 except that Nγ replaces Ni . As in the

previous section (eq. 3.4), we can see that the effect of resource competition will depend

crucially on the ratio between the averages of Nγ and Ntot . This ratio is different from the

ratio for the variance of a single gene seen in the previous section in two ways: (1) it concerns

the c number of core genes and not just one, and (2) each gene is associated to a γ values that

can be either positive or negative.

To understand the effects of these qualitative differences, we turn, once again, to the very

simple model where the expression levels of all genes are independent and have identical

distributions with a mean µN and a variance V [N ]. The equation 3.9 is then simplified to

V [Y ] = γ2cV [N ]−2γc
m γcV [N ]+ γ2c2

m2 mV [N ]

= γ2cV [N ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
basal

−γ2 c
m cV [N ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

competi t i on

(3.10)

and we immediately see that, in comparison to what we saw in the previous section (eq. 3.5),

there are now two distinct reasons for the competition term to be relatively small. The effect

of resource competition will be small if either of these reasons is present:

(1) c
m << 1, i.e. the number of core genes is much smaller than the total number of genes. As

with a single gene, this is because the core genes contribute only a small fraction of the overall

mRNA, whose translation is limited by resource competition.

or

(2) γ2 << γ2, i.e. the mean effect size squared is much smaller than the mean squared effect

size. If the effect of a gene on the trait is not correlated with the level of expression of the gene,

then the mean effect will be very small because γ is equally likely to be positive or negative,

making the effect of resource competition on the trait very small.

These two conditions are shown on Figures 3.3A and 3.3B, by simulations (see Supplement

Section 3.8.2). The relative effect of resource competition is expected to be small, it scales with
c
m and is conditioned on γ2

γ2
6= 0. We consider it unlikely that both conditions are met.

This result should be valid even if the genes have different modes of expression and are

trans-regulated. The ratio
E [Nγ]

E [Ntot ] should range as c
m even if the genes differ in their average

expression, with small effects for resource competition if c
m << 1. The effects of heterogeneity

in the variance of gene expression should only be significant if the core genes differ system-

atically in their variation from the peripheral genes. Since this is unlikely, the negative term

of resource competition will generally be larger than the positive term, and thus resource

competition will tend to (slightly) reduce the variance of the traits.
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(A) Phenotype variance in function of core genes

ratio for different γ2

γ2

(B) Phenotype variance in function of γ2

γ2
for differ-

ent core genes ratio

Figure 3.3 – Impact of competition on phenotypic variance. The two figures represent the
impact of resource competition on the variance of characteristics. (A) The ratio of core genes

varies for different γ2

γ2
. (B) the γ2

γ2
varies for different core gene ratios. Simulation data (dots with

error bars) and formula (line) are superimposed. Each point represents the mean result within
its 90% confidence interval for 100 simulations with 10,000 samples.

Trans-regulation, which induces correlations between the expression of different genes, may

have a significant effect here. As Liu et al [94] indicate, if the core genes tend to be co-

regulated, trans effects can dominate the variance of a trait, thus inflating V [Nγ] considerably

compared to Cov[Nγ, Ntot ] and V [Ntot ]. Therefore, in such a case, the relative effect of

resource competition will be even smaller (see supplementary materials section 3.8.3, fig.3.6A

and 3.6B).

Interestingly, though the overall effect of resource competition is to reduce trait variance,

resource competition increases the relative contribution of trans-effect to variance (fig. TBA).

Resource competition decreases cis-effects on trait variance because it dampens fluctuations

in gene protein levels (middle term in eq. 3.9). On the other hand, resource competition

increases trans-effects on trait variance since a fluctuation in the level of any gene affects the

protein level of all other genes (last term in eq. 3.9). For most conditions, the decrease in

cis-variance is large than the increase in trans-variance resulting in an overall reduction in

trait variation.

3.5 Discussion

In this paper, we explored the possible contribution of resource competition to complex trait

variance. Since different genes compete for the same cellular resources during transcription

and translation, a variant affecting a single gene may affect the availability of cellular resources

to all other genes. Therefore, resource competition is expected to increase the relative contri-
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bution of trans-effects to variance in protein and trait levels. However, it is unclear, ab initio, if

this could be a substantial effect.

We have presented a simple model of resource competition at translation between genes. We

have shown that resource competition should only have a minor effect on variation in the

protein level of any given gene, as long as that gene contributes only a small fraction of the

overall pool of mRNAs. Similarly, if the core genes directly affecting a given complex trait only

contribute a small fraction of the overall pool of mRNAs, resource competition would only

have a minor effect on trait variation. Moreover, even if core genes do contribute most of

the mRNA pool, resource competition would remain a small effect on trait variance unless

trait values are strongly correlated (or anti-correlated) with the overall expression level or core

genes.

Resource competition would be a large effect only taits whose core genes contribute a large

fraction of the overall pool of mRNAs and the core genes’s expression is correlated with trait

values. While some traits may meet one of these two conditions, only a few traits should meet

both. We don’t know much about the expected number of core genes but it could be large

for some traits. Even a trait that has a small number of core genes may locally have a large

proportion of core genes in a specific tissue if expression is compartmentalized, or during

specific periods of development. Despite this, most traits probably have a small number of

core genes. For the second condition, we do not know of any category of traits that fulfills it,

although it may exist. The general conclusion is that for the vast majority of traits, resource

competition should have a negligible effect.

The work presented here is based on a very simple competition model, but we believe that the

conclusions would hold with a more sophisticated model as it reproduces the expected trend

but with competition having exacerbated effect. First because our model assumes extreme

resource competition with no free ribosomes. Second, because our model assumes extreme

affinity between mRNA and ribosome. In both cases, a more realistic model would have

meant weaker competition and, ultimately, weaker effects of resource competition on the trait

variance. We could also have modeled a differential binding affinity for the different mRNA

species, which would have resulted in a weighting of the mRNA counts but would have left the

conclusions intact.

Other forms of resource competition are expected to produce near-identical results. Strong

competition between mRNAs during translation should give the same equation 3.2, regardless

of whether the competition is for ribosomes, tRNAs, or other translation factors. Strong

competition at the transcription level would result in a similar model, except that instead

of mRNAs (the Ni s), we would have a binding affinity to polymerase or a similar proxy for

transcription rate. The models may also mix a few different forms of competition. However,

the conclusions are not based on these details and would remain the same.

We have explored here resource competition as a possible contributing mechanism for trans-

effects in complex trait heritability. Our model suggests that, for most traits, this is a small
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effect. However, as sample sizes of QTL and eQTL mapping increases, even such a small effect

may become meaningful. We have laid out a foundation for understanding the effects of

resource competition on the architecture of expression, protein and trait level variance.
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3.7 A partition of the phenotypic variance between core and periph-

eral genes expression

The last question we asked is, how is the phenotypic variance partitioned between the expression

of the peripheral and core genes?

3.7.1 Competitive effect on and from the peripheral and core genes

In our model, the phenotype results entirely on the level of core proteins. But the expression

of any gene - core or peripheral - is both generating and under the pressure of a competitive

effect. For that reason, the heritability will be partitioned between the genetic determinants

driving the level of expression of core and peripheral genes. Each of these genetic determinants

are both cis-eQTL and trans-pQTL through the competitive effect (fig.3.4).

Figure 3.4 – Illustration of the competitive effect acting on core and peripheral genes.

SNP1 is a peripheral gene eQTL, SNP2 is a core
gene eQTL. Both SNP1 and SNP2 are also pQTLs
for all the other genes through competition. The
quantity of the different core proteins - which
determines the phenotype - species results from
both peripheral and core genes eQTLs. Other
mechanisms - like the densely connected regu-
latory network - can add up to the competitive
effect as other sources of trans regulating mecha-
nisms of the peripheral genes expression on core
genes.
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3.7.2 The effect size of the competitive effect

We define δn , the effect size of the competitive effect per unit of peripheral mRNA expressed

in sample n. While within an individual δn is the same for all peripheral genes, it will differ

between individuals. Therefore, δ it is a random variable of the individual population. See

details in the supplementary materials section 3.8.7. We can describe multiple cases of the

competitive effect with respect to δ

Omnigenic non-competitive case: if core genes effect sizes are not correlated (E [γ] = 0) and P

and γ are distributed independently, the expected value of core genes overall effect is zero :

E [δ] ∝ E [
c∑
i
γi Pi ] = 0

In such a case, the competitive effect is null.

Omnigenic competitive case: if core genes effect sizes are correlated (E [γ] 6= 0) and P and γ are

distributed independently, the expected value of core genes overall effect different from zero :

E [δ] ∝ E [
c∑
i
γi Pi ] 6= 0

In such a case, there is a competitive effect.

Another singular case is described in the supplementary materials section 3.8.7.

3.7.3 Partition of the phenotypic variance

The resulting effect of the peripheral genes on the phenotype for sample n is δn
∑p Np,n .

Its variance, the genetic variance coming from peripheral genes Vper i ph is (details in the

supplementary materials section 3.2):

Vper i ph =µ2
γ

r 2
c rp

mµ2 V [N ] (3.11)

By definition, VP =Vper i ph +Vcor e . The fig. 3.5. represents the partition of the heritability in

function of µγ and rc or rp between core and peripheral genes expression level.

In conclusion, a significant portion of the heritability can come from peripheral gene expres-

sions due to the competitive effect at two conditions. First, there is a need for a relatively big

quantity of core proteins being expressed. Second, E [γ] must be not equal to 0.
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Figure 3.5 – Partition of the heritability between the core genes and peripheral genes expression
level, with respect to the ratio of core genes, and for different values of µγ.

When µγ is equal to zero there is no heritabil-
ity coming from peripheral genes. When µγ in-
creases there is a growing portion of the heri-
tability that is transferred from core genes to
peripheral genes until it reaches a maximum
where all core genes share the same direction.
While here µγ grows positively, we would ob-
serve the same thing with µγ growing negatively.
When rc increases, the heritability transferred to
peripheral genes increases. We see that there is a
maximum of heritability transferred increasing
with both µγ and rc

3.8 Supplementary materials

3.8.1 Simulation of protein level

To validate Eq.3.6 we simulated a dataset for 10,000 samples and a total of 100 n-genes. The

N gene expression data were derived from a N normal distribution with µN = 1000. For

the homogeneous case (Fig. 3.2A) all genes have a standard deviation of σN = 1. For the

heterogeneous case (Fig.3.2B) the gene of interest has different standard deviations such

that σNi ∈ 0.001,0.1,0.5,1,1.5,2,3 while the other genes have a standard deviation of σN = 1.

The protein level Pn is obtained by applying our model (Eq. 3.2) such that ∀i Pi = Ni∑m
j N j

with an adjustment to make protein and gene expression at the same magnitude by Pi ,ad j =
Pi

∑m
i E [Ni ]. dV [Pi ], the percentage of difference in variance induced by the competition is

calculated as dV [Pi ] = VPi ,ad j−VNi

VNi
. For each set of parameters, the simulations were repeated

100 times in order to estimate the corresponding dV [Pi ] and σdV [Pi ]. The same parameters

were introduced in the formula (Eq. 3.6) to compare the simulations to the theoretical results

and validate our approach.

3.8.2 Simulation of phenotypes

A similar strategy was followed to validate Eq.3.10. On the same basis, we simulated 10,000

samples and a total of 100 n-genes. The N gene expression data were taken from a normal

distribution N with µN = 1000 and σN = 1 for all genes. As in the previous section, the protein

level data Pn were obtained by applying 3.2 and fitted.

Here, in a second step, a base gene effect size is generated for a variable number of base genes c

c[1.20]. We use differentµγ ∈ 0,0.25,0.5,1,2,4,100 for Fig. 3.3B andµγ ∈ 0,0.11,0.25,0.43,0.67,1,1.5,2.33,4,9,100

for the figure 3.3A with a constant σγ = 1.
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A phenotype is generated such that Y1 =∑c
i γi Pi ,ad j and the equivalent without competition

Y0 = ∑c
i γi Ni . dV [Y ], the percentage of variance of the phenotype due to competition is

calculated such that dV [Y ] = VY1−VY0
VY0

. For each set of parameters, the simulations were

repeated 100 times to estimate the corresponding dV [Y ] and σdV [Y ]. The same parameters

were introduced into the formula (Eq. 3.10) in parallel to produce the theoretical results and

validate our approach.

3.8.3 Trans-regulation

Considering that all possible n ×n covariance matrices Σ can be expressed as

Σ= P ′Di ag (σ1,σ2, ...,σn)P

with P an orthogonal matrix and σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σn . In this case, σ are main components

pointing in the direction of the row of of P.

We generate a n ×n matrix from a normal distribution N (0,1) on which we compute the

QR decomposition to obtain P . We then compute the cross product to obtain Σ such that

Σ= P × (σ1,σ2, ...,σn).

Figure 3.6 – Impact of competition on protein level variance with underlying widespread
trans-regulation

(A) Genes are all identical (B) Genes are all identical

Both figures represent that impact of the competition on the protein level variance in a case
with underlying widespread trans-regulation. The fig.3.6A shows a case where all genes are
identical and in variable number m from 5 to 100. The fig.3.6B shows a case where genes have
heterogeneous expression patterns and in variable number m from 5 to 100. We overlay the
simulation data (dots with an error bar) and the formula (line). Each point represents the
average result of 100 simulations based on 10,000 samples with a 90% confidence interval.
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Figure 3.7 – Impact of competition on phenotypic variance with underlying widespread trans-
regulation.

(A) Impact of competition on phenotypic variance

in function of core genes ratio for different γ2

γ2

(B) Impact of competition on phenotypic variance

in function of γ2

γ2
for different core genes ratio

The two figures represent the impact of resource competition on the variance of characteristics
in a case with underlying widespread trans-regulation. On fig.3.7B, the ratio of core genes varies

for different γ2

γ2
. On fig.3.7A, the γ2

γ2
varies for different core gene ratios. Simulation data (dots

with error bars) and formula (line) are superimposed. Each point represents the mean result
within its 90% confidence interval for 100 simulations with 10,000 samples.

3.8.4 Variance of a single gene protein level value

Expression of the protein variance V [P ]

Introduction

Considering our model 3.2, the variance of the protein level is as:

V [Pi ] =V [
Ni∑m
k Nk

]

The variance of a ratio of random variables can be approximated with Taylor expansion series.

With θ = (µ1, ...,µm) for expansion point we get:

Pi = P (θ; i )+P ′
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −θi )+
m∑
k

P ′
Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )+R

≈ P (θ; i )+P ′
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −θi )+
m∑
k

P ′
Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )

(3.12)
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The general expression of the variance :

V [Pi ] = E [(Pi −E [Pi ])2] (3.13)

Approximation of E [Pi ]

E [Pi ] = E [P (θ; i )+P ′
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −θi )+
m∑

k 6=i
P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )]

With ∀ i, E [P ′
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −E [Ni ])] = 0

E [Pi ] = E [P (θ; i )] = P (θ; i ) (3.14)

With

P (θ; i ) = E [Ni ]∑m
k E [Nk ]

Approximation of V [Pi ]

First-order Taylor series formulation: If we plug (3.12) and (3.14) in (3.13):

V [Pi ] = E [(P (θ; i )+ (P ′
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −θi )+
m∑

k 6=i
P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk ))2 −P (θ; i ))2]

= E [(P ′
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −θi )+
m∑

k 6=i
P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk ))2]

= E [(P ′2
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −E [Ni ])2 +
m∑

k 6=i
P ′2

Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −E [Nk ])2+
m∑

k1 6=i

m∑
k2=k1+1; 6=i

2P ′
Nk1

(θ; i )(Nk1 −µk1)P ′
Nk2

(θ; i )(Nk2 −µk2))2]

Substituting the expression of Variance and Covariance:

= P ′2
Ni

(θ; i )V [Ni ]+
m∑

k 6=i
P ′2

Nk ;i (θ; i )V [Nk ]

+
m∑

k1 6=i

m∑
k2=k1+1; 6=i

2P ′
Nk1

(θ; i )P ′
Nk2

(θ; i )Cov(Nk1, Nk2)
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If mRNAs levels are uncorrelated, we get:

V [Pi ] = P ′2
Ni

(θ; i )V [Ni ]+
m∑

k 6=i
P ′2

Nk ;i (θ; i )V [Nk ] (3.15)

For the transcriptome, E [NT ] is the sum of the m mRNA species means such as E [NT ] =∑m
i E [Ni ], and

∑m
k V [Nk ] is the sum of the m mRNA variances such as

∑m
k V [Nk ] =∑m

i V [Ni ].

P ′
Ni

(θ; i ) =
∑m

k 6=i E [Nk ]

(
∑m

k E [Nk ])2 = E [NT ]−E [Ni ]

E [NT ]2
(3.16)

P ′
Nk ;i (θ; i ) =− RE [Ni ]

T (
∑m

k E [Nk ])2 =− E [Ni ]

E [NT ]2 (3.17)

And the squared versions:

P ′2
Ni

(θ; i ) =
(
∑m

k 6=i E [Nk ])2

(
∑m

k E [Nk ])4 = (E [NT ]−E [Ni ])2

(E [NT ])4

P ′2
Nk ;i (θ; i ) = E [Ni ]2

(
∑m

k E [Nk ])4 = E [Ni ]2

(E [NT ])4

Developed formulation:

Substituting those in (3.15) we get:

V [Pi ] = (E [NT ]−E [Ni ])2

E [NT ]4 V [Ni ]+
m∑

k 6=i

E [Ni ]2

(E [NT ])4 V [Nk ]

= 1

E [NT ]4 [V [Ni ](E [NT ]−E [Ni ])2 +E [Ni ]2(
m∑
k

V [Nk ]−V [Ni ])]

Finally we have:

V [Pi ] = (
1

E [NT ]
)2[V [Ni ]

(E [NT ]−E [Ni ])2

E [NT ]2 +E [Ni ]2

∑m
k V [Nk ]−V [Ni ]

E [NT ]2 ]

If we express both protein and mRNA in unit of phenotype change it become proportional

∝=V [Ni ]
(E [NT ]−E [Ni ])2

E [NT ]2 +E [Ni ]2

∑m
k V [Nk ]−V [Ni ]

E [NT ]2

∝V [Ni ]−2
E [Ni ]

E [NT ]
V [Ni ]+ E [Ni ]2

E [NT ]2

m∑
k

V [Nk ]
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We mark the mean and variance of the gene expression of gene i as E [Ni ] and V [Ni ] and their

mean values as µ̄= 1
m

∑
i E [Ni ] and V̄ = 1

m

∑
i V [Ni ]

With
∑m

k V [Nk ]
E [NT ] = V

µ

V [Pi ] ∝V [Ni ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
basal

−2
1

m

E [Ni ]

µ
V [Ni ]+ 1

m

E [Ni ]2

µ2 V︸ ︷︷ ︸
competi t i on

(3.18)

If all the genes expression are i.i.d:

To compare the relative importance of each of these two components we consider that all the

genes are identically distributed and independent.

E [Ni ] =µ

V [Ni ] =V [N ]

E [NT ] =
m∑
k

E [Nk ] = mµ

m∑
k

V [Nk ] = mV [N ]

(3.19)

Then in substituting these in (3.18).

V [P ] =V [N ]−2
µ

mµ
V [N ]+ µ2

(mµ)2 mV [N ]

=V [N ]−2
1

m
V [N ]+ 1

m2 mV [N ]

V [P ] =V [N ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
basal

− 1

m
V [N ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

competi t i on

(3.20)

3.8.5 Covariance between protein level value

The phenotype is then given by

Y = Ȳ +
c∑

i=1
γi Pi (3.21)
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From the variance of one protein level, we know investigate the phenotypic variance.

V [Y ] =V [
c∑
i
γi Pi ]

=
c∑
i

V [γi Pi ]+
c∑
i

c∑
j 6=i

C [γi Pi ,γ j P j ]

Because γ is fixed per gene, it behaves as a constant

=
c∑
i
γ2

i V [Pi ]+
c∑
i

c∑
j 6=i

γiγ j C [Pi ,P j ]

(3.22)

Because of the competition during translation, the protein levels are not independent vari-

ables.

We investigate the covariance term.

C [Pi ,P j ] = E [(Pi −E [Pi ])(P j −E [P j ])]

= E [Pi P j ]−E [Pi ]E [P j ]

Approximation to the first order

Approximation of E [Pi P j ]

Similarly to the earlier case, we are dealing with a ratio of random variables and have to use

Taylor series expansion. With θ = (E [Ni ],E [N j ], ...,E [NT ]), the first-order Taylor series is:

Pi P j = g (N ; i , j )

= Ni N j

(
∑m

k Nk )2

g (N ; i , j ) = g (θ; i , j )+ g ′
Ni

(θ; i , j )(Ni −E [Ni ])+ g ′
N j

(θ; i , j )(N j −E [N j ])+
m∑
k

g ′
Nk

(θ; i , j )(Nk −E [Nk ])

We know from the first part that the first-order Taylor series approximation for a function is
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such as E [g (N ; i , j )] = g (θ; i , j )

g (θ; i , j ) = E [Ni ]E [N j ]

(
∑m

k E [Nk ])2 = E [Ni ]E [N j ]

E [NT ]2 (3.23)

C [Pi ,P j ] = E [g (N ; i , j )]−E [Pi ]E [P j ]

= E [Ni ]E [N j ]

(E [NT ])2 − E [Ni ]E [N j ]

(E [NT ])2

= 0

Henceforth, we need to go one step further and extend our formulation to the second-order.

Approximation to the second order

Approximation of E [Pi ]

With P’ the first order terms.

Pi −P ′ = P (θ; i )+ 1

2
(P ′′

Ni Ni
(θ; i )(Ni −E [Ni ])2 +

m∑
k 6=i

P ′′
Nk Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −E [Nk ])2+

m∑
i

m∑
k=i+1

2P ′′
Ni Nk

(θ; i , j )(Ni −E [Ni ])(Nk −E [Nk ]))

E [Pi ] = P (θ; i )+ 1

2
(P ′′

Ni Ni
(θ; i )V [Ni ]+

m∑
k 6=i

P ′′
Nk Nk ;i (θ; i )V [Nk ]+

m∑
i

m∑
k=i+1

2P ′′
Ni Nk

(θ; i , j )C [Ni , Nk ])

With the covariance terms for genes expression being 0 it becomes:

= P (θ; i )+ 1

2
(P ′′

Ni Ni
(θ; i )V [Ni ]+

m∑
k 6=i

P ′′
Nk Nk ;i (θ; i )V [Nk ])

(3.24)
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Approximation of E [Pi ]E [P j ]

Using (3.24)

E [Pi ]E [P j ] = (P (θ; i )+ 1

2
(P ′′

Ni Ni
(θ; i )V [Ni ]+

m∑
k 6=i

P ′′
Nk Nk ;i (θ; i )V [Nk ]))

(P (θ; j )+ 1

2
(P ′′

N j N j
(θ; j )V [N j ]+

m∑
k 6= j

P ′′
Nk Nk ; j (θ; j )V [Nk ]))

= P (θ; i )P (θ; j )+ 1

2
(P (θ; i )P ′′

N j N j
(θ; j )V [N j ]+P (θ; j )P ′′

Ni Ni
(θ; i )V [Ni ]+

P (θ; i )P ′′
Nk Nk ; j (θ; j )

m∑
k 6= j

V [Nk ]+P (θ; j )P ′′
Nk Nk ;i (θ; i )

m∑
k 6=i

V [Nk ])

(3.25)

Approximation of E [Pi P j ]

E [Pi P j ] = E [(P (θ; i )+P ′
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −θi )+
m∑

k 6=i
P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )+

1

2
(P ′′

Ni Ni
(θ; i )(Ni −θi )2 +

m∑
k 6=i

P ′′
Nk Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )2))

(P (θ; j )+P ′
N j

(θ; j )(N j −θ j )+
m∑

k 6= j
P ′

Nk ; j (θ; j )(Nk −θk )+

1

2
(P ′′

N j N j
(θ; j )(N j −θ j )2 +

m∑
k 6= j

P ′′
Nk Nk ; j (θ; j )(Nk −θk )2))]

... Considering only max second-order terms:

= E [P (θ; i )[P (θ; j )+P ′
N j

(θ; j )(N j −θ j )+
m∑

k 6=i
P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )+

1

2
(P ′′

N j N j
(θ; j )(Ni −θ j )2 +

m∑
k 6= j

P ′′
Nk Nk ; j (θ; j )(Nk −θk )2)]+

P ′
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −θi )[P (θ; j )+P ′
N j

(θ; j )(N j −θ j )+
m∑

k 6= j
P ′

Nk ; j (θ; j )(Nk −θk )]]+
m∑

k 6=i
P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )[P (θ; j )+P ′
N j

(θ; j )(N j −θ j )+
m∑

k 6= j
P ′

Nk ; j (θ; j )(Nk −θk )]+

1

2
(P ′′

Ni Ni
(θ; i )(Ni −θi )2 +

m∑
k 6=i

P ′′
Nk Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )2)[P (θ; j )]]
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... Removing the first order which will be subtracted as seen at 3.23:

= E [P (θ; i )[P (θ; j )+ 1

2
(P ′′

N j N j
(θ; j )(N j −θ j )2 +

m∑
k 6= j

P ′′
Nk Nk ; j (θ; j )(Nk −θk )2)]+

P ′
Ni

(θ; i )(Ni −θi )[P ′
N j

(θ; j )(N j −θ j )+
m∑

k 6= j
P ′

Nk ; j (θ; j )(Nk −θk )]]+
m∑

k 6=i
P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )[P ′
N j

(θ; j )(N j −θ j )+
m∑

k 6= j
P ′

Nk ; j (θ; j )(Nk −θk )]+

1

2
(P ′′

Ni Ni
(θ; i )(Ni −θi )2 +

m∑
k 6=i

P ′′
Nk Nk ;i (θ; i )(Nk −θk )2)[P (θ; j )]]

... Developing:

= P (θ; i )P (θ; j )+ 1

2
(P (θ; i )P ′′

N j N j
(θ; j )V [N j ]+P (θ; i )P ′′

Nk Nk ; j (θ; j )
m∑

k 6= j
V [Nk ]+

P (θ; j )P ′′
Ni Ni

(θ; i )V [Ni ]+P (θ; j )P ′′
Nk Nk ;i (θ; i )

m∑
k 6=i

V [Nk ])+

P ′
Ni

(θ; i )P ′
N j

(θ; j )C [Ni , N j ]+P ′
Ni

(θ; i )P ′
Nk ; j (θ; j )

m∑
k 6= j

C [Ni , Nk ]+

P ′
N j

(θ; j )P ′
Nk ;i (θ; i )

m∑
k 6=i

C [N j , Nk ]+P ′
Nk ; j (θ; j )P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )
m∑

k 6= j
(Nk −θk )

m∑
k 6=i

(Nk −θk )

(3.26)

General formulation

Using (3.25) and (3.26)

C [Pi ,P j ] = E [Pi P j ]−E [Pi ]E [P j ]

= P ′
Ni

(θ; i )P ′
N j

(θ; j )C [Ni , N j ]+

P ′
Ni

(θ; i )P ′
Nk ; j (θ; j )

m∑
k 6= j

C [Ni , Nk ]+P ′
N j

(θ; j )P ′
Nk ;i (θ; i )

m∑
k 6=i

C [N j , Nk ]+

P ′
Nk ; j (θ; j )P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )
m∑

k 6= j
(Nk −θk )

m∑
k 6=i

(Nk −θk )
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C [Pi ,P j ] = P ′
Ni

(θ; i )P ′
N j

(θ; j )C [Ni , N j ]+

∣∣∣∣P ′
Ni

(θ; i )P ′
Nk ; j (θ; j )V [Ni ]+P ′

N j
(θ; j )P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )V [N j ]+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣P ′

Nk ; j (θ; j )P ′
Nk ;i (θ; i )

m∑
k 6=i & j

V [Nk ]+
∣∣∣∣

P ′
Ni

(θ; i )P ′
Nk ; j (θ; j )

m∑
k 6=i & j

C [Ni , Nk ]+P ′
N j

(θ; j )P ′
Nk ;i (θ; i )

m∑
k 6=i & j

C [N j , Nk ]+

P ′
Nk ; j (θ; j )P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )(
m∑

k1 6=i & j

m∑
k2=k1+1; 6=i & j

2C [Nk1, Nk2]+
m∑

k 6=i
C [Ni , Nk ]+

m∑
k 6= j

C [N j , Nk ]+C [Ni , N j ])

(3.27)

If no covariance/co-regulation (the outside of the dashed box is zeroed):

C [Pi ,P j ] = P ′
Ni

(θ; i )P ′
Nk ; j (θ; j )V [Ni ]+P ′

N j
(θ; j )P ′

Nk ;i (θ; i )V [N j ]+

P ′
Nk ;i (θ; i )P ′

Nk ; j (θ; j )
m∑

k 6=i & j
V [Nk ]

Using (3.16) and (3.17)

C [Pi ,P j ] = 1

E [NT ]4 (E [Ni ]E [N j ]
m∑

k 6=i & j
V [Nk ]−

(E [NT ]−E [Ni ])E [N j ]V [Ni ]− (E [NT ]−E [N j ])E [Ni ]V [N j ])

∝ E [Ni ]E [N j ](
m∑
k

V [Nk ]−V [Ni ]−V [N j ])

− (E [NT ]−E [Ni ])E [N j ]V [Ni ]− (E [NT ]−E [N j ])E [Ni ]V [N j ]

∝ E [Ni ]E [N j ]
m∑
k

V [Nk ]−E [NT ]E [N j ]V [Ni ]−E [NT ]E [Ni ]V [N j ]

∝
∑m

k V [Nk ]

E [NT ]
− V [Ni ]

E [Ni ]
− V [N j ]

E [N j ]

With coefficient of proportionality similar to 3.18:

∝ E [Ni ]E [N j ]

E [NT ]
(

∑m
k V [Nk ]

E [NT ]
− V [Ni ]

E [Ni ]
− V [N j ]

E [N j ]
)
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C [Pi ,P j ] ∝ 1

m

E [Ni ]E [N j ]

µ
(
V

µ
− V [Ni ]

E [Ni ]
− V [N j ]

E [N j ]
) (3.28)

If all the genes expression are i.i.d.

C [Pi ,P j ] ∝ µ2

mµ
(

mV [N ]

mµ
−2

V [N ]

µ
)

C [Pi ,P j ] ∝− 1

m
V [N ] (3.29)

3.8.6 Phenotypic variance

General formulation:

V [Y ] =V [
c∑
i
γi Pi ]

=
c∑
i

V [γi Pi ]+
c∑
i

c∑
j 6=i

C [γi Pi ,γ j P j ]

Because γ is fixed per gene, it behaves as a constant

=
c∑
i
γ2

i V [Pi ]+
c∑
i

c∑
j 6=i

γiγ j C [Pi ,P j ]

=
c∑
i
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(3.30)
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If all the genes expression are i.i.d:

Reusing (3.20) and (3.29)
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Finally:

V [Y ] = cγ2V [N ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
basal

−c2[γ2 −σ2
γ

(c −1)

c
]

1

m
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c
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(3.31)

3.8.7 Partitioning the heritability between core and peripheral genes

Peripheral effect

We define γ′i , an adjustment of γi corresponding to the effect size per unit of core gene mRNA

expressed. With V [Ni ] =V [Ni ]. Considering that V [δ] ≈ 0.

VY ≈
c∑
i
γ′2i V [Ni ,cor e]︸ ︷︷ ︸
c cor e ter ms

+E [δ]2
m−c∑

j
V [N j , per i pher al ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

(m − c) per i pher al ter ms

(3.32)

Both the core and peripheral genes produce a competitive effect. Each gene decreases the level

of all the core proteins proportionally to its own level of expression. Therefore, the competitive

effect is a factor of the core genes overall effect that correspond to
∑c γc Pc . The core gene

overall effect can be negative, positive or null. The competitive effect is a ratio of the core

genes overall effect and
∑

N , the total gene expression level:

δn =−
∑c γc Pc,n∑m

i Ni ,n

Case 3: alternate omnigenic competitive

While further on we will only consider that P and γ are distributed independently (case 1 or

2). It is to note that if P and γ are jointly distributed, positively or negatively, there will be

a competitive effect even if core genes effects are not correlated. There is one singular case

where the Pi and γ distributions cancels each other such as E [
∑c

i γi Pi ]] = 0.
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The effect size of the peripheral effect, δ

When P and γ are distributed independently (case 1 or 2):

δ=−
∑c γc Pc∑

N

=−cγc Pc∑
N

=−c(
∑c γc

c

∑c Pc
c )∑

N

=−
∑c γc

c

∑c Pc∑
N

=−E [γ]

∑c Pc∑
N

If we want to express δ in function of gene expression only, with N and γ are distributed

independently:

δ=−
∑c γc Pc∑

N

=−
∑c γc

Nc∑
N∑

N

=−
∑c γc Nc

(
∑

N )2

=−
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(
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∑c Nc

(
∑c Nc +∑p Np )2
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The variance of the peripheral effect, δ

V [δ] =V [−
∑c γc Pc∑

N
]

If γ and P are independent (case 1 and 2)

=V [

∑c γc

c
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]

Because γ is a constant across individuals:
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The phenotypic variance coming from peripheral genes
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Background: The increasing statistical power of genome-wide association studies is foster-

ing the development of precision medicine through genomic predictions of complex traits.

Nevertheless, it has been shown that the results remain relatively modest. A reason might

be the nature of the methods typically used to construct genomic predictions. Recent ma-

chine learning techniques have properties that could help to capture the architecture of

complex traits better and improve genomic prediction accuracy.

Methods: We relied on crowd-sourcing to efficiently compare multiple genomic predic-

tion methods. This represents an innovative approach in the genomic field because of the

privacy concerns linked to human genetic data. There are two crowd-sourcing elements

building our study. First, we constructed a dataset from openSNP (opensnp.org), an open

repository where people voluntarily share their genotyping data and phenotypic informa-

tion in an effort to participate in open science. To leverage this resource we release the

’openSNP Cohort Maker’, a tool that builds a homogeneous and up-to-date cohort based

on the data available on opensnp.org. Second, we organized an open online challenge on

the CrowdAI platform (crowdai.org) aiming at predicting height from genome-wide geno-

typing data.

Results: The ’openSNP Height Prediction’ challenge lasted for three months. A total of 138

challengers contributed to 1275 submissions. The winner computed a polygenic risk score

using the publicly available summary statistics of the GIANT study to achieve the best re-

sult (r 2 = 0.53 versus r 2 = 0.49 for the second-best).
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Conclusion: We report here the first crowd-sourced challenge on publicly available genome-

wide genotyping data. We also deliver the ’openSNP Cohort Maker’ that will allow people

to make use of the data available on opensnp.org.
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4.1 Background

As costs for genetic analyses keep dropping, genetic testing is becoming more available and

affordable for increasing numbers of people - a trend that can be seen in the rising number

of customers that use Direct-To-Consumer (DTC) genetic testing services like 23andMe and

AncestryDNA [109]. Decreasing costs and increased availability have lead to the creation of

a number of genomic data resources, such as the Personal Genome Project [110], DNA.land

[111] and openSNP [112]. Amongst these data resources, openSNP is unique, in that it offers

open participation and open access to the data: Participants of openSNP can use the platform

to openly share their existing DTC genetic test data, putting their data in the public domain.

In addition, participants can share phenotypic traits, such as eye color, hair color or height.

Since its start in 2011, over 5,000 people have used the platform to make their genetic data

available.

Crowd-sourced competitions of data analysis have become more and more popular in the

past few years allowing data science experts and enthusiasts to collaboratively solve real-

world problems, through online challenges. This approach allows the broad exploration of the

model space on a specific dataset by people with data analysis skills coming from very different

backgrounds. In the context of genomic prediction of complex diseases, it is unprecedented.

While the most widely used platform, kaggle.com, offers monetary rewards, crowdai.org is

more academic-centered and offered the winner the opportunity to present her work at a

scientific conference.

We hereby present a crowd-sourcing experiment where participants could compete on crow-

dai.org to produce the best possible prediction of the height phenotype using data from

opensnp.org.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 openSNP Cohort Maker

Because on opensnp.org, no restrictions are enforced on what users can upload, after down-

loading the data dump of the whole community, there is a need for in-depth data curation to

produce a clean cohort of genome-wide genotyped individuals. To make these data accessible

to anyone, we developed the openSNP Cohort Maker tool that through a systematic approach

produced a clean and up-to-date openSNP cohort of genome-wide genotyped individuals.

When running the openSNP Cohort Maker, the data processing starts by downloading the

archive containing all data that were uploaded on opensnp.org by the community. Then, files

are removed if: they are not text or compressed text; they correspond to exome sequencing;

they are genotyping data from decodeme; they are set on the GRCh38 reference; they are

corrupted. For individuals who submitted multiple genome-wide genotyping data, either as

duplicates or from different DTC companies, only the largest file is kept. A set of tools are
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integrated into the pipeline: genotyping data with coordinates based on NCBI36 are upgraded

to match the GRCh37 reference [113] with liftOver [114]; PLINK [115, 116] is used to convert

file formats. VCFtools [117] is used to sort variants; BCFtools [118] is used to normalize

reference and alternate alleles on the GRCh37 reference genome, rename samples, index files,

and finally merge all individuals into one file. The output file can be directly imputed on the

Sanger Imputation Service [28]. The openSNP Cohort Maker is available on GitHub Supporting

information. Leveraging parallel computing, with 28 CPUs it takes 16 hours to produce a

single file containing the curated openSNP cohort. From the initial archive containing 2487

different individuals, 2341 remain after filtering. From those, 2034 are from 23andme, 186 are

from ancestry.com, and 121 are from ftdna-illumina.

4.2.2 CrowdAI Challenge

The dataset that we used for the challenge was produced by the openSNP Cohort Maker

and imputed on Sanger Imputation Service with HRC (r1.1). We sent to the opensnp.org

community a survey asking for their height, allowing us to create a dataset regrouping 921

individuals with both height phenotype and genotyping data.

Challenge participants could use two versions of the genotyping data. One version was a

sub-dataset containing 9,894 genetic variants, including the top 9,207 variants (p < 5E −3)

associated with height in the GIANT study [61], and 687 Y chromosome variants. The second

versions was a full dataset containing 7,252,636 variants which passed a quality threshold,

defined as an imputation score I N FO > 0.8, genotyping missingness frequency Fm < 0.1,

and a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium exact test p-value < 1E −50. Both versions of the data

were given in the VCF format, as well as in an additive format where each genetic variant

is represented by 0 (homozygous for reference), 1 (heterozygous), 2 (homozygous for the

alternate allele) or NA (missing data or variants of allosomes), easier to handle for participants

unfamiliar with genetics.

The data were separated into two sets, a training set with 784 samples and a test set of 137

samples (an 85/15 split). The challengers were provided the training set with the genotyping

data and the height phenotype and the test set with the genotyping data only. The challengers

needed to train their model on the training set and produce predictions for the samples of the

test set. The test set predictions were then submitted to the CrowdAI platform for evaluation

and scoring. The score was produced based on the Pearson’s correlation (r 2) between the

predicted and true height. The challengers could submit as many prediction models as they

wanted in an attempt to improve their method and beat their best score. The scoring method

was protected from known exploits [119]. The data are available online on the zenodo platform

Supporting information, and the webpages presenting the challenge Supporting information

and the leaderboard Supporting information have been saved to PDF from the CrowdAI

platform.
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4.3 Results

A total of 138 challengers participated, contributing a total of 1275 submissions. The winner

computed a polygenic risk score (PRS) using the publicly available summary statistics of the

GIANT study to achieve the best result (r 2 = 0.53 versus r 2 = 0.49 for the second-best).

The training set and testing set were combined for quality control and data preparation. As

self-reported sex was not provided, participant’s chromosomal sex (i.e. XX vs XY) was imputed

using PLINK, which uses the X chromosome inbreeding coefficient (F) to impute sex. Standard

cutoffs were used, whereby F < 0.2 yielded an XX call, while F > 0.8 yielded an XY call. One

participant yielded an F of exactly 0.2, and was removed from subsequent analyses (they were

in the training data). Of the remaining 920 individuals, 396 (43%) were XX, and 524 (57%) were

XY.

The openSNP platform contains genomic data of relatives. The presence of relatives has the

potential to bias results, as closely-related individuals will dominate the estimation of principal

components and will inflate prediction accuracy statistics [120] . The genetic relationship

between participants was calculated using the PLINK computation of identity-by-descent

(IBD), which is an estimate of the percent of the genome (excluding sex chromosomes) shared

between two individuals. The IBD analysis identified seven pairs of strongly-related individuals

(first-cousin or greater), including two pairs of monozygotic twins. The analysis also identified

a surprising cluster of 18 individuals estimated to be 3r d cousins, or equivalent. All but one

member of each family-group was removed from analyses (N=24), all from the training data.

It is well-established that the frequency of genetic variants and correlational structure of the

genome differs across ancestral populations [120, 121, 122]. These differences are the major

barrier to combining genomic data across ancestries in genome-wide association studies

[123, 124]. Genome-wide principal components were computed using PLINK. A scree plot

of eigenvalues indicated an elbow at three components. The large eigenvalue of the first

principal component, and the shape of all three components, clearly showed that both the

training and testing data contained participants of multiple ancestries (i.e. participants of

European, African, and Asian ancestry were present in both data sets), though the majority of

participants were of European descent.

Genomic data were further processed in PLINK, following the steps outlined by PRSice [125]

for the computation of PRS. This included removal of variants that were missing for more

than 2% of participants, removal of variants with a minor-allele-frequency less than 0.02,

removal of variants with a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium exact test pvalue < 10−6 , removal

of variants within the major histocompatibility complex on chromosome 6, and removal of

non-synonymous variants. Because neighboring genetic variants can be correlated due to

linkage disequilibrium, genetic variants were clumped in PLINK, wherein groups of variants

correlated at r 2 > 0.1 were identified across a sliding window of 250 kilobases. Within each

group, only the variant with the lowest p-value in the GIANT genome-wide association study

of height [61] was retained.
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A PRS is a metric reflecting an individual’s genetic burden for a disease or trait of interest. [126,

84]. Prior work on the genetic basis of height has found that a PRS for height captures over

20% of the variance in independent samples [61]. PRS are calculated by averaging the number

of disease-associated alleles, weighted by their effect size, from an independent study [127].

Put differently, a linear regression predicting the outcome trait is modeled at each individual

variant, using the effect size from an independent study. These predictions are then averaged

across all models. The one free parameter is the decision of which variants to include in the

calculation of the PRS. Typically, the significance of the association of each variant in the

independent study is used. Thus, multiple scores are calculated, including only variants that

are associated below different p-value thresholds (e.g. p < 5E −1, p < 5E −2, p < 5E −3, etc.).

While a PRS including all variants (i.e. p < 1.0) typically does not perform the best, neither

does a PRS including only variants which surpass family-wise error rate correction for multiple

comparison (i.e. p < 5E −8 ). Finally, the confounding effects of ancestral populations apply

to PRS analyses as well. PRS work best when the independent study (e.g. the GIANT study

used here) was conducted within a homogeneous sample of participants all of whom are from

the same ancestral background, and when the sample the PRS is being calculated for is of

the same background. For instance, PRS computed from studies of individuals of European

descent are well-known to produce biased results in samples of African or Asian descent [128,

129].

To win, PRSice and PLINK were used to compute PRS for height in the openSNP sample,

using the results from the GIANT study of height. PRS were computed at 14 different p-

value thresholds (p < 10−8 to p < 1.0), shown in Fig 4.1. Linear regressions predicting height

in the training data were fit in R. Chromosomal sex was the first variable included in the

model, followed by the top three genome-wide principal components, which help to control

for differences in ancestral background [45] . Chromosomal sex predicted 46.81% of the

variance in the training data, and the addition of the three principal components subsequently

explained 0.91% of variance. Finally, each of the 14 PRS were added to the model and compared.

The PRS at p < 1E10−5 was observed to perform best, and captured an additional 10.08% of

variance. Thus, the final linear regression model explained a total of 57.80% of the variation of

height in the training data set, shown in Fig 4.2. Predictions for height in the test data set were

then generated from this regression model, predicting 53.45% of variance (MSE = 47.32).

4.4 Discussion

Height is an extremely polygenic trait where even the hundreds of genome-wide significant

variants contribute all together for only a small portion of heritability [130]. Because of the

modest size of the OpenSNP cohort, the lack of statistical power was the main difficulty for

the challengers to capture the association signals coming from the genetic variants. The

winning model of the challenge incorporated the GWAS summary statistics from the GIANT

study to compute a PRS, in addition to deriving each participant’s sex. It should be noted

that PRS is a standard and widely-used technique in the field of statistical genetics. While
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Figure 4.1 – Variance explained as a function of pvalue threshold.

PRS were produced at a range of p-value thresholds (x-axis). Y-axis represents Nagelkerke’s
r-squared from training-sample linear regressions. The model with the best performance in the
training data (p < 5×10−4) was then used to predict height in the test-sample.
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Figure 4.2 – Predicted height distribution versus real height distribution.

Predicted height in the training-sample (x-axis) is displayed relative to true height (y-axis).
Points are colored by chromosomal sex. X and y-axis density plots show the predicted and true
overlap of height between the sexes.
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cross-population PRS have been shown to be unreliable in multiple cases, such as Type II

Diabetes [131], coronary artery disease [132], and height [133], the similarities between the

GIANT and openSNP cohorts were sufficient to provide a winning strategy. This is likely

because only a small portion of samples were of non-European ancestry ( 7%).

So far, PRS are classically limited to additive models which might not represent the whole

complexity of the genetic architecture of some traits. Indeed, the phenotypic variance ex-

plained by PRS remains modest in comparison to the heritability of the traits [4] (the so-called

’missing heritability’ problem). The inability to consider gene-gene interactions is one of

the many factors potentially explaining for this PRS weakness. In this case, the effect of a

variant depends on the presence or absence of another variant, a mechanism that is not

captured by additive models and accounts for an unknown part of the phenotypic variance [5].

Eventually, more advanced statistical approaches relying on machine learning could improve

on the prediction accuracy provided by purely additive risk scores. Because of the diversity

in available methods and the world-wide distribution of excellent data scientists, we believe

that crowd-sourcing approaches represent a promising strategy to help improve phenotypic

prediction from large-scale genomic data.

4.5 Conclusion

Because of privacy concerns, studies relying on crowd-sourcing are almost impossible to

set up in the field of human genomics. A first experiment was carried out in 2016 to predict

anti-TNF treatment response in rheumatoid arthritis [134], but participants had to apply to

participate in the challenge. Here - thanks to the OpenSNP community - we released the first

crowd-sourced and fully open challenge based on publicly available genome-wide genotyping

data. The competition attracted 138 challengers, with diverse backgrounds, from the vibrant

machine learning community. It resulted in the assessment of a broad variety of methods for

genotype-based phenotypic prediction through a total of 1275 submissions. We hereby also

report a tool to create an up-to-date and curated OpenSNP cohort, making this open genomic

resource much more user-friendly.
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4.6 Supporting information

S1. Appendix

Released challenge presentation to the participant on the CrowdAI website.
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Monogenic phenotypes are under the control of a single gene. For example, if hair color was a

monogenic phenotype, inheriting two brown alleles of a hypothetical hair color gene would

result in the brown hair phenotype. Conversely, inheriting two ginger hair alleles would result in

the ginger hair phenotype.

Polygenic phenotypes, on the contrary, are under the control of multiple genetic variants across

the genome. If hair color was polygenic, it might for example work like the RGB (Red, Green,

Blue) color model. In this case, three different genes would add their effects and interact to

control hair color.

Heritability of a phenotype measures how much of the observed variance of the phenotype in

the population is due to genetic factors. Missing heritability represents the difference between

the estimated heritability of a given phenotype, and the heritability that is explained by known

genetic factors. Heritability of human height is estimated to be as high as 80%, but large

genomic studies have so far only been able to explain about 25% of the observed variance.

Height is a model phenotype to study complex traits, and here we want to test whether part of

the missing heritability can be explained using innovative approaches to genetic datasets,

including deep learning.
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Data

The data comes from OpenSNP, which allows 

publicly share their genome-wide genotyping data.

We provide two datasets for a total of 921 samples divided into a training set of 784 sample

subset_cm_train.npy and a test set of 137 samples in subset_cm_test.npy.

It contains a set of 9,894 genetic variants known to be associated with height[1] (9207 variants)

and the one on Y chromosome (687 variants). This numpy le has shape (784, 9894) for the

training set and (137, 9894) for the test set. Each genetic variant is represented by 0

(homozygous for reference) , 1 (heterozygous), 2 (homozygous for the genetic variant) or NA

(missing information or absence of the position in the case of Y chromosome in women). The

rst 9207 rows are the genetic variants known to be associated with height, the last 687

correspond to the Y chromosome.

Finally, height is provided in a separate numpy le of shape (784, 1) named

openSNP_heights.npy for the training set only.

While we recommend to start with this simplied dataset, more advanced user might try to

analyze an extended version of OpenSNP data which description is available here.

Submission

More instructions to make submissions, and starter code is available at :

STARTER KIT https://github.com/crowdAI/opensnp-challenge-starter-kit

import crowdai 

challenge = crowdai.Challenge("OpenSNPChallenge2017", "YOUR_CROWDAI_API_KEY_HER

 

data = ... #a list of 137 predicted heights for all the 137 corresponding data 

challenge.submit(data) 

challenge.disconnect()

customers of direct-to-customer genetic tests to
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Evaluation

The evaluation will be done based on two scores :

Co-ecient of Determination (R^2) (Primary Score)

Mean Squared Error (Secondary Score)

between the actual heights of the individuals in the test set and the submitted predictions.

NOTE : During the challenge, the scores will be computed only on 20% of the test dataset. The

nal standings on the leaderboard will be decided computing the same scores on the 100% of

the dataset after the challenge.

Prizes

The winner will be invited to the 2nd Applied Machine Learning Days at EPFL in Switzerland on

January 29 & 30, 2018, with travel and accommodation covered.

Resources

MIT Open Course Ware can help you go further in understanding biological concepts related to

this challenge.

Lesson 19 on Discovering Quantitative Trait Loci (QTLs)

Lesson 20 on Human Genetics, SNPs, and Genome Wide Associate Studies

The most important publications describing associations between genetic factors and human

height :

based on common SNPs [1]

on rare SNPs [2].

To transform the VCF les it can be convenient to use plink .
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S2. Appendix

Figure 4.3 – Challenge leaderboard.
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Traditionally, the construction of polygenic score (PGS) uses a large number of genetic

variants, the bulk of which have weak additive effects and are inevitably entangled with

noise. Here, we designed a method to aggregate additionally multiple weak epistatic ef-

fects. Due to the enormous number of potential combinations of variants, it is difficult

to integrate epistatic effects into PGS. In order to reduce the possible combinations, we

limit the possible combinations to the boundaries of each topologically associated domain

(TAD). Using UK Biobank data and focusing on the height phenotype, we included 17,560

variants in an artificial neural network and compared the variance explained (R2) by the

PGS with or without knowledge of the TADs. We found that allowing for potential epistatic

interactions within TAD borders brings a significant improvement with an average R2 go-

ing from 0.287 to 0.293 (with a p-value = 10E −5 for n=20. We concluded that, for a highly

polygenic trait such as height, PGS can be improved when epistasis restricted to TAD bor-

ders is considered, and that artificial neural networks have the potential to uncover weak

epistatic signals.
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5.1 Background

5.1.1 Epistasis

Definition

Gene-gene interactions (G x G) or epistasis have various definitions depending on biological

or statistical considerations. Initially, it was defined by Bateson as a deviation of Mendelian

inheritance where an allele at a given locus masks the expression of another allele at another

locus[137]. From a statistical standpoint, Fisher defined it as any non-linear effect combining

multiple allelic effects[1]. From a biological standpoint, Moore added that it must be asso-

ciated with a physical interaction between biomolecules[39, 138]. Here, we tested whether

topologically associated domains (TADs), which are domains of the genome with a higher

density of physical interaction, are associated with detectable epistatic effects.

In topologically associated domains

Topologically associated domains (TADs) are functionally delimited genomic regions of

∼ 800kb with self-interacting DNA, meaning that DNA sequences inside a TAD physically

interact with each other more frequently than with DNA sequences outside the TAD[139].

TADs strongly influence contacts between gene promoters and their associated enhancers.

Therefore, a simple theoretical model of interaction would be such that an enhancer would

exist in two allelic forms - weaker or stronger - acting on a promoter also existing in two allelic

forms - weaker or stronger - which impact on the phenotype is a function of the regulated

gene level of expression.

phenotype ∼β1.enhancer+β2.promoter+β3.(enhancer×promoter)

As a fraction of heritability

The importance of epistasis in the missing heritability of traits has been debated. Some believe

that the totality of heritability can be captured by purely additive models[66, 140]. But others

pointed out that depending on the phenotype, additivity is not always sufficient to explain

the missing heritability[141]. If it is established that the lion’s share of heritability for complex

phenotypes can be modeled additively, we seek here to evaluate the potential contribution

that can be made by epistasis. The challenge in general when studying epistasis is to identify

truly interacting variants and to understand the underlying biological mechanisms. Therefore,

it has similarities with the task of interpreting GWAS result, but with an additional degree of

complexity. However, the models used for the construction of polygenic scores (PGS) from

GWAS results do not rely on the understanding of the biological mechanisms. In such a case,

the models aggregate the additive effects of a set of variants, many of which are well below

the genome-wide significance threshold, meaning that they are in fact a mixture of truly
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associated variants and - to some degree - false positives. With a similar mindset, we are

not trying here to identify precise epistasis signals but to design a model aggregating weak

epistatic effects to improve the PGS.

The curse of high dimensionality

The main difficulty in studying epistasis is the curse of high dimensionality caused by the

many possible combinations of interacting variants. The interaction between two variants

yields 32 = 9 two locus genotype cells {(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), ..., (2,2)}, three variants yield already

33 = 27 three locus genotype and so on and so forth. These numerous possibilities are to

the detriment of models whose number of parameters increases proportionally, leading to

decreased performances, over-fitting, and a high computational burden. Two remedies for

this are feature selection and feature extraction that we will jointly use based on the prior

knowledge of standard GWAS summary statistics, i.e., for each variant, its marginal effect size

and the corresponding p-value (see method section for more details). Finally, by limiting the

possible interactions to intra-TAD space, we considerably reduce the number of parameters.

5.1.2 Deep learning incentives

Deep learning has become an important tool in the field of genomics. It has surpassed

standard methods for predicting alternative splicing events[142], the specificity of DNA- and

RNA-binding protein sequences[143], to predict the effects of non-coding variants[144] and

to annotate presumptive pathogenic variants[145]. More recently, AlphaFold, which predicts

protein folding, has largely solved a decades-old problem[9]. Nevertheless, the performance of

deep learning approaches for constructing PGS is mixed. The first experiment was limited to a

simple model of a disease based on two loci and have demonstrated the potential of artificial

neural network (ANN) to model epistasis[146]. However, on larger datasets, convolutional

neural networks (CNN) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) either failed to outperform the linear

model[147, 148] or, it was estimated by simulation that it could bring an improvement if there

were enough loci involved, and if the non-additive variance was large enough[149].

5.1.3 Phenotype selection

We study the standing height phenotype, which is highly hereditary (80%)[52, 53], highly

polygenic[54, 55, 56, 61] and widely available. It is noteworthy that height is a phenotype that

additive models summarize very well, but we test here if better can be achieved by allowing

epistatic effect[140, 141].
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5.2 Material and methods

5.2.1 UK Biobank

We use the UK Biobank (UKB)[6], a cohort containing a total of 488,377 samples (262,933

females and 221,113 males) of which 4675 samples are excluded for various reasons (lack of

size phenotype, poor quality genotypes, non-compatible sex, aneuploidy, extreme outlier) and

77546 for non-white British ancestry resulting in a remaining set of 407,500 samples. We study

the phenotype of height, which we normalized through residualization by sex and rank-based

inverse normal transformation.

We use as reported in the ENCODE project [150] with GEO:GSE105988

5.2.2 Genome-wide association study

Rare variants with an effect sizes of up to 2cm per allele have already been reported[63]. We

estimated the minimum minor allele frequency (MAF) threshold to use for a power of 0.8 and

an effect size of 2.5cm at ≥ 6e−4 with a power analysis[151]. Of the initial 92 million SNVs, 84

million were excluded on the basis of the MAF threshold, the high missingness rate (> 0.01),

the rejection of the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium test with (pval < 5e−50), or an insufficient

INFO imputation score (< 0.8).

Of the 407,500 samples, 5,000 were randomly selected and removed to create an independent

test set. The remaining 402,500 samples form the basic set on which a GWAS was performed

for height using BOLT-LMM. We included as covariates the genotyping batch, the array type,

the first 40 PCs and age. The heritability estimated by GREML-SC was h2
SN P = 0.56 which is

consistent with the literature. The results for height are represented by the Manhattan plot in

fig.5.1A with 249,787 genome-wide significant SNVs.

Feature extraction was performed by clumping using plink. Briefly, the clumping step lever-

ages the LD properties of the genome to construct groups of SNPs (or clumps) bellow a

given maximal p-value threshold. The LD properties were calculated from the 1000 genomes

project[152, 27], with a maximum window of 250kb for each group and a r 2 < 0.01. For each

group, the most significant SNP was retained. Fig.5.1B shows the results of the clumping step,

with a total of 1,924,915 clumps. Furthermore, because imperfect LD could lead to phantom

epistasis, it is necessary to have SNPs in linkage equilibrium [153].

Feature selection was performed with PRSice[125]. After the clumping step, PRSice determined

by cross-validation on the independent test set that the optimal filtering p-value threshold to

build PGS was p-value < 0.01. These SNPs were extracted per TAD with their phase previously

calculated by the UK Biobank with Shapeit[6]. In the end, few additional SNPs are removed

because they could not be included in a TAD.
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Figure 5.1 – Manhattan plot of GWAS on height and the clumped results

(A) Manhattan plot of height GWAS (B) Manhattan plot of clumped height GWAS

The fig.5.1A is a Manhattan plot of the GWAS of height. The fig.5.1B shows the result of the
GWAS clumped with the size of each clump proportional to the number of variants clumped for
r 2 = 0.01 and a window of 500 kb

5.2.3 Artificial neural network

We designed the ANN shown on fig.5.2B. The model is based on a multi-layer perceptron

(MLP) with a hidden layer of fully connected nodes and constrained by TAD, as for n TAD,

there are n input layers ∈Rm each with its own m number of variants, followed at a depth of 2

by n hidden layers ∈Rm .

Each phase propagates separately in the MLP part to merge into a final hidden layer at depth 3

through a simple addition. From this last hidden layer, a final score is produced on the output

node. The activation function used is the Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU)[154]

SELU(x) =λ

x if x > 0

αex −α if x ≤ 0
(5.1)

From the base set, 5,000 additional samples were randomly selected to create a validation

set, and a training set with the remaining 397,377 samples. For the training session, we

implemented an early stopping procedure to avoid overfitting. The model was trained on the

training set and at the end of each epoch a validation score was calculated on the validation

set. The best model was selected as the one after which 5 consecutive epochs have not brought

any improvement in the validation score. At the very end when the training is over, a R2 score

was computed on the test set. The batch size was set to 16.384 with a learning rate of 5E-5. The

model had a total of 216,795 parameters.
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5.3 Results

To test if prior knowledge of the TADs can be used to boost PGS, we trained the same model

design on two variations of the datasets as shown in fig.5.2A. For H1, the SNPs of the same

TAD can propagate together in the MLP section. In this case, the potential interactions can

be captured. For H0, the SNPs are randomly swapped genome-wide and therefore, SNPs

initially of the same TAD do not end propagating together in the MLP section. In this case,

the potential interaction within the TADs cannot be captured. We trained 10 models with

each case and calculated the mean phenotypic variance explained on the test set. The result is

presented in fig.5.3 where we observe a significant difference in the means for height, blood

pressure, and bone density heel but not for BMI.

It is interesting to note that in terms of the number of SNPs included (supplementary fig.5.5)

and the SNP-based heritability estimate, BMI is at an intermediate level. The h2
SN P of BMI is

0.30, between the max for height at 0.57 and the min for blood pressure at 0.19. Similarly, the

number of SNPs for BMI is 12,545, between the max for height at 17,690 and the min for bone

density heel at 3,420. Therefore, it naturally questions if within-TAD epistasis is trait-specific.

We consider these results very preliminary and further exploration needs to be conducted

5.4 Conclusion & Next steps

To conclude, we found that building a model with a prior knowledge of TADs significantly

improves the predictive power of the PGS for the height phenotype.

Further tools should be developed to allow the interpretation of the estimated parameters

within a neural network to extend its usage to functional work. A potential direction could be

to try to identify TADs where the gain is particularly higher compared to a linear combination.

For example, based on our model on Fig.5.2B, ∀ n TADs with m SNPs, the corresponding

second hidden layer ∈Rm could converge to a single node of an additional hidden layer ∈Rn .

In such a case, the weight of each node at the output of each TAD can be compared with the

weight of the equivalent linear combination. If some TADs show a larger statistical gain signal,

a second step of research with functional data could help identifying new biological insights.

Traditionally, PGS are built based on variants in simple linear models with additive effects. We

have shown here that improvements can be obtained with a model allowing interactions. In

the future, we expect methods producing PGS to become more comprehensive and closer to

the true complexity of the human genome.
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(A) Experimental design

(B) Artificial Neural Network architecture

The fig. 5.2B shows the Artificial Neural Network architecture. The two colours represent the
haplotype 1 and 2 which propagate in the neural network one after the other and are added
before the last hidden layer. Here, only two TADs are represented but there are 2580 in total with
17,560 SNPs.
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The fig. 5.3 Shows the difference in variance explained by the PGS with the TAD-ordered SNPs
(H1) compared to the swapped SNPs (H0).
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5.5 Supplementary materials

Distribution of the number of SNPs per TAD.
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Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified multiple genetic variants asso-

ciated with traits or diseases. They confirmed that most common diseases have a strong

genetic component coming from many genetic variants, each having a small effect size.

Using summary statistics from highly powered GWAS, it is now possible to build polygenic

scores (PGS) that can help predict the individual risk of common diseases. We here pro-

pose to improve PGS-based risk estimate by leveraging genetic ancestry, derived from genome-

wide genotyping data. We provide a tool that 1) maps a discovery cohort to the princi-

pal component (PC) space of a map cohort; 2) runs an association analysis between the

phenotype and the PCs in the map cohort space; 3) maps a target individual to the same

PC space; 4) uses the association summary statistics to compute their PC score. We com-

pared two models, one using PGS only and one using PGS and PC score jointly. Using large

population-based cohorts from the UK (UK Biobank) and Switzerland (CoLaus), we show

that this method improves genetic prediction for all tested phenotypes: <10% for blood

pressure, BMI, and baldness, 16% for menarche age, 38% for height, 71% for menopause

age, 138% for bone mineral density, 350% for educational attainment and 2800% for skin

color. This approach could allow diverse populations to benefit from genomic medicine.
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6.1 Background

6.1.1 Polygenic scores for clinical applications

Most common diseases of major public health importance have a complex genetic architec-

ture [155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162]. A polygenic score (PGS) (or polygenic risk score) is

the weighted sum of the number of risk alleles carried by an individual. By predicting part

of the individual risk of a disease, a PGS allows the stratification of people in different risk

categories. Defining such categories has a potentially broad range of clinical applications. As

an example, individuals in the top 0.5% polygenic score rank have a five-fold risk increase for

CAD [7] that could be counterbalanced by encouraging healthy lifestyle or by pharmacological

interventions [163]. PGS alone are already equal or superior to the best clinical risk model

to predict prostate cancer, breast cancer, and type-1 diabetes[164, 165, 160]. Because PGS

are likely to be integrated in clinical practice in the coming years, their inherent limitations

should be urgently addressed [126, 49].

6.1.2 Polygenic scores portability between populations

The computation of PGS relies on the availability of genome-wide association study (GWAS)

summary statistics[166]. The GWAS is run on a base cohort (or study/discovery cohort) and

the PGS is calculated for a target cohort or target individual. For optimal PGS performance, the

base and target cohort must have matching ancestries[167, 133]. Ancestry mismatches have

been shown to result in weaker PGS predictive power for schizophrenia[131], T2D, CAD[132]

and height[133]. This is due to both genetic and non-genetic factors. Genetic factors include

genetic drift[133], different allele frequencies[168] and linkage disequilibrium patterns[168],

presence of ancestry-specific variants[169] and variable effect sizes[170, 171]. Non-genetic

factors include gene-environment interactions, family environment[172], age[173], socioeco-

nomic status[174], and technical artefacts including different genotyping arrays[175]. Because

of the systematic differences of PGS distribution between populations, there is a need to adjust

statistical/clinical models with an ancestry-based risk parameter.

6.1.3 Disambiguation: ancestry and race

The race is a social construct which classifies people regardless of the biological component.

Its meaning changed over time and varies between societies. The genetic ancestry is defined

by the systematic associations between genetic variation and the history of populations and it

can be useful for biomedical applications [176]. For example, some variants associated with

greater risks of prostate cancer are more likely to be present in people with a higher African

ancestry.

To develop a method using ancestry without being confounded by the notion of race, continu-

ous variables accounting for the degrees in various ancestries are to be preferred to grouping
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by categories. While clusters of individuals could still be observed, it must be label-free to

prevent dubious interpretation with potential overlapping racial categories. We propose to

use as a variable the genetically inferred ancestry (GIA).

6.1.4 Breaking down the phenotypic variance

Considering the phenotypic variance:

VP =VG +VE

With VG , the genetic variance, and VE , the environmental variance.

For a cohort including diverse populations, we define VG ,Indi vi dual , the fraction of VG coming

from variants shared between ancestries and VG ,Ancestr y , the fraction of VG coming from

variants that are ancestry-specific. The fraction VG ,Ancestr y is driven by the joint effect of

ancestry-specific causal alleles.

Because causal ancestry-specific alleles will co-vary with non-causal ancestry-specific alleles,

it is not possible in a GWAS to distinguish between a causal and non-causal locus in presence

of population stratification. To avoid false-positive associations, it is necessary to correct for

population structure using GIA. GIA can be calculated by running a principal component

analysis (PCA) on the genome-wide genotyping data. The top eigenvectors (PC) capture the

sample ancestry and can be added to the regression model [45]. Other risk parameters are

typically included as covariates in a GWAS statistical model such as age or sex [177]. A typical

GWAS model to estimate the effect size of each variant m on the phenotype with the p top

PCs as covariates is:

phenot y pe ∼V ar i antm +
p∑
i

PCi + covar i ates (6.1)

Because the PGS is computed from the GWAS variants summary statistics, it is a composite

predictor of the VG ,Indi vi dual fraction of VG only.

Similarly to GWAS, we define the PC association study (PCAS) statistical model to estimate the

effect size of each of the p top PCs on the phenotype as:

phenot y pe ∼
p∑
i

PCi + covar i ates (6.2)

We define the PC score (PCS) which is computed from the PCAS summary statistics, it is a
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composite predictor of mainly VG ,Ancestr y but potentially of VE ,cul tur al a component of the

environmental variance.

We define VE ,cul tur al , the fraction of VE that stem from the cultural habits of individuals

who modify their environment accordingly such as: Cul tur al → Envi r onment . We define

VE ,r ace , the fraction of VE driven by the consequences of being assigned to a racial group in a

specific society, such as: Envi r onment → Indi vi dual s. Both are optionally associated with

ancestry. While VE ,cul tur al can be transferred from one study in a given environment to an-

other, VE ,r ace will depend solely on the society. Because they can be correlated, disentangling

both can be necessary when mixing data coming from different societies necessitating inputs

from social scientists.

Altogether, the phenotypic variance can be broken down as:

VP =VG ,Indi vi dual +VG ,ancestr y +VG ,epi st asi s︸ ︷︷ ︸
Geneti c f actor

+

VE ,cul tur al +VE ,r ace +VE ,other︸ ︷︷ ︸
Envi r onment al f actor

(6.3)

With VG ,epi st asi s doing the closure with the broad sense heritability taking into account non-

additive variance and VE ,other accounting for other environmental factors.

While the association between variables such as age and sex can easily be estimated in a

discovery cohort and implemented as risk parameters in a clinical model, the GIA is more

complex. The PCs order resulting from the PCA on the base cohort is specific to its composition

in diverse populations and their relative proportion. Because the base cohort is normally

not accessible, the meaning of each PCs cannot be deciphered and therefore it cannot be

transferred. Here, we offer a method to circumvent that issue and use the association between

the ancestry and the phenotype estimated by the PCAS in a potential risk parameter for a

clinical model applied to any target.

Our method relies on the use of an intermediate map cohort which needs to have two main

properties. First, it must be available for the geneticists (owning the base cohort, producing

summary statistics) and the clinicians (owning the target cohort, calculating scores). Second, it

must have enough diversity to separate the populations present in the base and target cohorts.

The method presented here allows 1) to capture trait differences associated with ancestry in a

label-free manner along a continuous axis. As an example, for CAD the actual best integrative

risk model is QRISK2 and already includes ethnicity as a categorical risk parameter. While

PRS-CAD is likely to be the first PGS that will be implemented in clinical care, we argue that

ancestry inferred from genetic data would make medical investigation more reliable and that

continuous measurement should improve the quality of the score; 2) to publicly share as
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metadata of genetic studies the precise ethnic components of the individuals.

6.2 Materials and methods

6.2.1 Map cohort: One Thousand Genome Project

We use the 1000 Genome (1KG) phase 3 dataset. It contains 2,404 samples of diverse ancestries

classified in 5 super populations, Europeans (EUR, n=503), Africans (AFR, n=661), Native

Americans (AMR, n=347), East Asian (EAS, n=504), and South Asians (SAS, n=489) and is

publicly available[152, 27].

6.2.2 Base and target cohort: UK Biobank

We derive our base and target cohorts from the UK Biobank (UKB). The UKB is a fairly mixed

cohort with 488,000 individuals including 81,000 of non-white British ancestry. The recruit-

ment process has been described previously [178]. Briefly, the participants attended one of 22

UKB assessment centres located throughout England, Scotland and Wales between 2006 and

2010. All participants completed a touchscreen questionnaire and a verbal interview and had

a range of physical measurements and blood, urine and saliva samples taken for long-term

storage. Participants were 40-69 years old enrolment (mean age ± SD: 56.5 ± 8.1) with 54.2%

of female.

Genotyping and imputation of UKB participants have been fully described by Bycroft et al.

[179, 6]. Briefly, samples were genotyped using the UK BiLEVE Axiom array (Affymetrix)

(10.2%), or the UK Biobank Axiom array (Applied Biosystems). Genotypes were phased using

SHAPEIT3 with the 1KG phase 3 dataset as a reference, then imputed with IMPUTE4 using the

Haplotype Reference Consortium data, 1KG phase 3, and UK10K data as references. People

were removed if they had non-matching sex between the one submitted and the one deter-

mined using genotypes calling on the Y chromosome and the sex-specific region of the X

chromosome; if they had non-XX or XY sex chromosome karyotype; if they were flagged as

outliers in terms of heterozygosity or missing rates.

Two base and two target cohorts were generated. One set of base and target cohorts with

samples of white British ancestry only - base/target-WBO – another set with samples of all

ancestries - base/target-UKB-all. The split between base and target cohort left on average

10,000 samples in the target cohort for an overall sample size varying with respect to the

phenotype. We avoided over-representation of individuals of white British ancestry in the

target-UKB-all (see supplementary section). The phenotypes were selected based on their

high degree of stratification between the world super populations as characterized by the

Global Distribution of Genetic Traits (GADGET)[180]. If needed, phenotypes were normalized

using residualization by sex and/or rank-based inverse normal transformation. When the

degree of a phenotype is defined categorically it is transformed into a discrete variable. The
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details of the phenotypes is given on Tab.6.1.

Table 6.1 – Phenotype details

Phenotype FST AT Type Transformation Sample size White only

Skin color 774 Cat(6) Cont 478,929 403,189
Menopause age 499 Cont INV 149,435 127,370
HBMD* 404 Cont INV/Sex Res 274,000 237,166
Blood pressure 319 Cont INV/Sex Res 455,457 381,383
Menarche age 172 Cont INV 255,616 149,435
Baldness 162 Cat(4) Cont 220,192 186,127
BMI 64 Cont INV/Sex Res 484,587 406,956
Height 55 Cont INV/Sex Res 485,043 407,318
Educational NA Cont INV 418,573 350,305

Distribution of the different phenotypes including the samples size; the ancestry (all samples vs
white only); the type (continuous or categorical); the transformation procedure (INV: inverse
normal transformation; Sex Res: residualised on sex; Cont: transformed from categorical phe-
notype to continuous); FSTAT (degree of the phenotype difference between super populations).
*Heel bone mineral density

6.2.3 External target cohort: CoLaus

We used the cohort Lausannoise (CoLaus), a population-based research study initiated in 2003

from Lausanne, Switzerland, as an independent target cohort. It enrolled 6,188 individuals of

Swiss origin, 35 to 75 years old at enrolment (mean ± SD: 51.1 ± 10.9) with 52.5% of female

[181]. The institutional review boards of the University of Lausanne approved this study, and

written consent was obtained from all participants.

DNA samples from 5’399 CoLaus participants were genotyped using the BB2 GSK-customized

Affymetrix Axiom Biobank array. Quality control procedures described by Anderson et al.

were applied[182]. Participants whose genetic sex did not match their self-reported gen-

der were removed, and we confirmed that none were related, of non-European ancestry or

with missing data rates > 5%. A total of 4,781 individuals were included for further analy-

ses. Genotype imputation was performed using two independent reference panels: the HRC

reference panel and the merged 1000 Genomes Phase 3 and UK10K reference panel[183,

184, 185]. Both phasing and imputation were performed on Sanger Imputation Service

(https://imputation.sanger.ac.uk). The imputed data set consisted of 93,091,315 SNPs.

We used standing height, body mass index (BMI), and blood pressure as phenotypic outcomes.
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6.2.4 Method

The four steps of the method can be visualized in Fig.6.1. The separation between the two

groups of scientists are materialized by the dashed line, with the group owning the base cohort

and running associations studies on the left-hand side and the group owning the target cohort

and computing phenotypic scores on the right-hand side. Only the map cohort in the middle

is accessible to both.

1. Mapping of the base and target cohorts on the map cohort. First, the base and target

cohorts must be mapped on the principal component (PC) space of the map cohort. To do

that, the PC space has to be based on an optimal SNP set selected with respect to both the

base and the map cohort such as: 1) only the SNPs present in both cohorts are retained;

2) on the base cohort side, SNPs are filtered for imputation infoscore (INFO) > 0.9; on the

map cohort side, SNPs are filtered for minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.01 and pruned with

r = 0.5 and l = 500kb[116]; 3) The intersection of these two subsets produces the map SNP

set. On this optimal set of SNP references, a PCA is run on the map cohort to produce the

set map-PC-loadings. On the base cohort side, this set of map-PC-loadings is used to project

the base samples in the PC space of the map cohort, producing a new set of PCs that we call

map-PCs. On the target cohort side, to project the samples using the PC-loading, some SNPs

are likely to be missing. The linkage disequilibrium (LD) properties of the map cohort can be

used to find the best tagging SNP. In our case, we used the ones which max the score given by

Log10(I N FO × r 2) in a 500kb windows. Once the missing SNPs substituted, similarly the set

of map-PC-loadings is used to project the target samples in the PC space of the map cohort to

produce the corresponding map-PCs.

2. Associations analyses on the base cohort. In this second step, we run two association

studies on the base cohort in parallel: the PCAS (Principal Components Association Study, as

eq. 6.2) and the GWAS (eq. 6.1). For the PCAS, a multiple linear regression model based on

scikit-learn implementation[186] is trained on the map-PCs to produce the PCAS summary

statistics. For the GWAS, a linear mixed model based on BOLT-LMM[187] produces the GWAS

summary statistics. The imputed variant are filtered for MAF> 1e−4 and INFO> 0.8. For both

the GWAS and PCAS, the models are also adjusted for the age at recruitment, genetic sex

and genetic array depending on the phenotype. For the GWAS, the PCs corresponding to

the result of a PCA on UKB cohort - that we call base-PCs - are used to correct for ancestry.

These base-PCs are part of the UK Biobank dataset[6]) and were calculated with the fast-PCA

method[188]. The summary of the series of GWAS is available on supplementary materials

Tab.6.2.

3. Computation of PCS and PGS. The PCAS and GWAS summary statistics obtained in the

base cohort are used to compute respectively the PCS and the PGS point estimate of the

samples in the target cohort. The PGS are computed with PRSice which uses a strategy

based on variants clumping and p-value thresholding to determine the optimal set of SNPs to

construct the PGS[125]. Briefly, the clumping step leverages the LD properties of the genome
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to construct groups of SNPs (or clumps) bellow a given maximal p-value threshold. These

LD properties have to be either computed from the target cohort or drawn from an external

reference panel. In our case, we chose to use 1KG as a reference panel, with a maximal windows

for each clump of 250kb and a r 2 limit of 0.01. From each clump, one SNP is retained to be

included in the final set of SNPs used to build the polygenic score. PRSice then determine

based on cross-validation which set of SNPs is the more efficient to build polygenic score

for different p-value thresholds. The summary of the PGS is described on supplementary

materials Tab.6.3. The PCS are computed from the PCAS summary statistics (or trained model)

with scikit-learn.

4. Phenotypic predictions. PGS and PCS are two composite variables that stem from the

same genome-wide genotyping data. Therefore, in order to estimate the predictive value of

PCS, it is necessary to evaluate it jointly with PGS. We expect the combination of both within

the same predictive model to increases the phenotypic variance explained (PVE).

Figure 6.1 – General workflow of the method

Representation of the different components and steps of the method. The map cohort is used
to defined the PC space of both the base and target cohorts. The summary statistics of the two
kinds of association studies performed in the base cohort (GWAS-ss and PCAS-ss) are used to
compute the PGS and PCS on the target cohort. Finally, the two scores (PGS and PCS) are jointly
used as predictive model risk parameters.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Cohorts projection on the 1KG PC space

In the following section, we describe the PCs values corresponding to the map-PCs of the

base and target cohorts plotted jointly with the corresponding PCs for the samples of 1KG.

The Fig.6.2A shows the overlay for PC1 and PC2. The broad overlap between UKB-all and

1KG demonstrates the high diversity presents in UKB. The Fig.6.2B shows the equivalent
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but for UKB-WBO and the subset of European samples in 1KG for PC5 and PC7, the axes

discriminating the most samples from European populations (see supplementary section

Tab.6.5). As expected, there is a sharp overlap between UKB-WBO and the British (GBR) cluster

only. Similarly but with CoLaus, the Fig.6.2C shows the overlay with 1KG for PC1 and PC2

and validate that CoLaus is exclusively European. The Fig .6.2D shows the equivalent but

for PC5 and PC7 and the subset of European samples in 1KG. Because we observe what is

expected from the Swiss population - a central European population - it hints that substituting

the missing variants in the target by the best-tagging ones did not introduce any seemingly

excessive bias.

Figure 6.2 – Cohorts projection on the 1KG PC space

(A) Projection of UKB on 1KG: PC1-PC2 (B) Projection of UKB on 1KG: PC5-PC7

(C) Projection of the CoLaus on 1KG: PC1-PC2 (D) Projection of the CoLaus on 1KG: PC5-PC7

PC plot of base and target cohorts projected on the 1KG PC space. For UKB-all, map-PC1
and map-PC2 are plotted jointly with PC1 and PC2 of 1KG samples (A). For the UKB-WBO
fraction, map-PC5 and map-PC7 are plotted jointly with the PC5 and PC7 of the 1KG samples
of European ancestry (B). Similarly for CoLaus, map-PC1 and map-PC2 are plotted jointly with
PC1 and PC2 of 1KG samples (C) and map-PC5 and map-PC7 are plotted jointly with the PC5
and PC7 of the 1KG samples of European ancestry(B)

We characterized the populations in UKB by clustering using the k-nearest neighbor method
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on the first 7 map-PCs to form 4 clusters based on the super populations given by 1KG which

are Europeans (EUR), Africans (AFR), South Asians (SAS) and East Asian (EAS). The center of

each cluster along the 7 axes is given by the corresponding median on each axes of each super

population in 1KG. UKB can be roughly broken down as, 464,031 EUR including 407,377 of

White British ancestry; 9,109 AFR, 11,629 SAS, 2,626 EAS (see supplementary section Fig.6.6A).

One limitation of using 1KG as a map cohort for UKB is the lack of samples from the Middle-

East and North Africa. We expect these samples to correspond to the bulk observed between

the European and African groups. It is interesting to note that while these samples are absent

from UKB, they are seemingly mapped at a relevant position.

The same method was followed to classify the different samples of CoLaus based on the

PC-mapped 5,7 and 8 into the corresponding closest European population catergory. The

CoLaus samples can be classified as follow: 1500 British in England and Scotland (GBR); 1634

Northern and Western European (CEU); 552 Toscani in Italia (TSI); 694 Iberian Population in

Spain (IBS); 411 Finnish in Finland (FIN) (see supplementary section Fig.6.6A).

6.3.2 Method evaluation in an optimal setup with UK Biobank

In the following section, the performances of our genetic predictors are assessed through

linear regression models with either PGS alone or the combination of PGS (PolyGenic Score)

and PCS (Principal Components Score). The models performances are measured in a 10 times

10-fold cross-validation on target-UKB with the mean phenotypic variance explained (PVE, or

coefficient of determination (R2)). The design of this statistical analysis is summarized in 6.3A.

We first studied the impact of the base cohort - base-UKB-WBO versus base-UKB-all - on a

model with PGS alone for target-UKB-WBO. The Fig.6.3B shows similar performances for the

different phenotypes with both base cohorts for α= 0.05 (p-value = 0.51; H0: the increase/de-

crease with a given base cohort is equally likely to occur (p=0.5)).

We then assessed the predictive power of PGS and PCS together with base-UKB-all and target-

UKB-all cohorts. We estimated the narrow-sense heritability in target-UKB-all with the

genome-based restricted maximum likelihood method (GREML)[60, 3] to display the theoreti-

cal upper limit of the PVE by linear models. The Fig.6.3C shows that adding the PCS parameter

increases the PVE for all the phenotypes with varying magnitude. There is a slight increase

for blood pressure (4.3%), BMI (6.7%) and baldness (9.1%); a greater one for menarche age

(15.6%), height (37.5%), and menopause age (70.8%); it does more than double for mineral

bone density (137.5%) and educational attainment (350%); it is exacerbated for skin color

(2800%) where most of the PVE comes from PCS. Skin pigmentation is more polygenic in

populations of African ancestry, therefore it is expected that well-powered studies are needed

to capture its many underlying genetic variations. Because of the lack of African samples,

the PGS alone performs poorly in comparison to the PCS[189]. We applied the same method

based on base-UKB-WBO and target-UKB-WBO cohorts (see supplementary section Fig.6.7).

We do not observe any gain by adding PCS except a very weak one for skin color. When the
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base and target cohorts are both very similar and homogeneous there is little to gain by adding

PCS.

We then estimated the impact of the PCs - map-PCs versus the base-PCs - used to construct

the PCS on its resulting predictive power. The Fig.6.3D shows the relative increase/decrease

rate when the PCS added to PGS is from base-PC versus map-PCs. In theory, the base-PCs

represent the upper limit of the gain and therefore should do at least equally well overall. As

expected, we observe a slight mean gain increase with the base-PCs of 3.57%, while suggestive

it is not significant for α= 0.05 (p-value = 0.089; H0: there is no increase when base-PCs is

used for PCS instead map-PCs). The slightly greater gain for educational attainment with

base-PCs (from 0.042 to 0.056) could come from the lack of relevant populations in 1KG

having a different mean educational attainment. On the other hand, the slight decrease for

menopause age (from 0.015 to 0.012) can only be explained by random fluctuations, a hint to

dispel over-interpretation.

6.3.3 Generalization of the method using an independent cohort

In this section, the models are assessed on CoLaus in order to estimate the potential of gen-

eralization of our method with independent samples in a study design similar to a clinical

setup (Fig.6.4A). The set of SNPs used to build the PGS in CoLaus is selected by PRSice through

cross-validation on target-UKB-all/WBO. An intermediate step of calibration of the predictive

model is done on target-UKB-all/WBO where the coefficients for the PGS and PCS risk param-

eters are estimated. Once calibrated, the predictive model is used to generate the phenotypic

scores on CoLaus which are assessed against the true phenotype through R2 the coefficient of

determination.

The results based on UKB-all for GWAS and calibration are shown in Fig.6.4B, we observe a gain

of PVE for height of 38.4% when the PCS is added in the predictive model, a similar magnitude

to what was observed in the previous section (37.5%). As expected from the previous results,

blood pressure and BMI are weakly associated with PCS and do not improve the predictions in

CoLaus. We note that even if they end up having a negative impact, it is very negligible. As

expected with UKB-WBO, because the PCS is not significantly associated at the calibration

step, the PCS is legitimately discarded from the predictive model (see supplementary section

Fig.6.4C).

It is interesting to note that while the PGS alone for height shows a higher PVE in UKB-WBO of

0.216 (see supplementary section Fig.6.4C) than in UKB-all with a PVE of 0.185 (see Fig.6.4B)),

the best-fit between are roughly equivalent with a PVE of 0.226 for UKB-all and a PVE of

0.219 for UKB-WBO (see supplementary section Tab.6.4). The difference that we observe

is introduced by the greater phenotypic variance and population diversity in target-UKB-

all than target-UKB-WBO at the calibration step. Because target-UKB-all is more distant

than target-UKB-all on average to CoLaus, it produces a shift in the estimated intercept (see

Fig.6.5B vs Fig.6.5D). We can see on Fig.6.5C that this difference is compensated when the
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Figure 6.3 – Method evaluation in an optimal setup with UK Biobank

(A) Study design with UKB (B) Impact of base UKB

(C) PVE with PGS and PCS in UKB-all

(D) Evolution of PVE with PCS from base-PCs

Following the study design described on (A) including 1) the GWAS and PCAS; 2) the score
computation for target-UKB-all/WBO and CoLaus; 3) the 10 times 10-fold cross-validation on
target-UKB-All/WBO cohorts. The barplot (B) shows the difference of PVE by PGS w.r.t the base
cohort used for the GWAS. The barplot (C)) show the portion of PVE with PGS only (green) PGS
combined with PCS (dark blue) in comparison to the trait heritability (light blue) based on
UKB-all. *The PCS was significantly associated at the calibration step.

PCS is included in the model as it allows to adjust for the diversity in UKB-all. The score is

maximal for height in CoLaus when both PCS and PGS are used jointly with GWAS and PCAS

conducted on UKB-all for a maximal PVE of 0,238. This score can be contrasted with the PVE

of 0.216 following a standard strategy where only PGS is used from a GWAS restricted on the

samples of UKB-WBO to reduce the population diversity. PCS allows the phenotypic score

improvement in two ways. First, by providing the association with the degree of ancestry.

Second, by providing the baseline value for the phenotype w.r.t the ancestry to correct the

intercept. In that sense, the PCS is similar to a map between a given ancestry and a mean

phenotypic value. Providing the model of the fitted PCS with the corresponding intercept is

potentially a great gain as intercepts are usually not shared with GWAS summary statistics.
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We conclude positively on the generalization of our method. The best results are obtained

when the GWAS and PCAS steps were done on UKB-all, a cohort yet structurally more divergent

from CoLaus than UKB-WBO.

To characterize further the predictive gain stemming from map-PCs, we investigated their

association with the height phenotype. First, we see that the map-PCs separating the most

the CoLaus samples is the PC5 which is the axis showing the highest standard deviation (see

supplementary section Tab.6.5). We see with 1KG populations that PC5 also corresponds to

the axis separating the most the populations of European ancestry. Second, we compared the

association coefficients of the different PCs with the height phenotype in CoLaus and found

out that PC5 is the one with the biggest coefficient. Indeed, PC5 alone explains up to 10%

of the height variation in CoLaus. Finally, we investigated the association between PCS and

height. The Fig.6.5A shows the comparison of the best fit between PCS and height versus the

predictive model calibrated on target-UKB-all. Besides the matching profiles, we see that

PCS discriminates between the different labelled samples of CoLaus, previously defined from

European sub-populations. 6.5A.

6.4 Discussion

Because of the lack of diversity in the populations included in GWAS studies, the implementa-

tion of genomic medicine in clinical care risk to exacerbate health disparities[190]. According

to the GWAS catalog, despite the fact that people of European ancestry make up only 16% of

the world population, they represent 79% of the population in GWAS[191, 190]. The represen-

tativity has improved - in 2009 as much as 96% of GWAS people’s ancestry was European[192] -

but in an unbalanced way, mainly to the benefit of East Asian people. Only 3.8% of all cohorts

include Africans, Hispanics, or indigenous peoples. Consequently, the predictive power of

PGS is lower in these underrepresented populations[193]. There is a clear need to encourage

research on non-European populations to balance out the current lack of diversity, for example

through targeted grant allocation.

We show in this paper that it is feasible to already increase the predictivity of PGS in diverse

populations, using today’s existing genomic resources.

Nevertheless, it has been reported that the choice of the base cohort can impact the PGS

quality in different ways. On the one hand, the statistical power increase resulting from

broader inclusion criteria can improve the effect size estimate for variants widely shared

across populations[129]. On the other hand, due to the limitations of linear models, the

heterogeneous genetic effects between populations can produce an epistatic signal that can

weaken the estimation of the effect sizes of variants. Nevertheless, previous works suggested

that the best performing PGS comes from meta GWAS integrating populations of different

origins[194].

The ClinGen Complex Disease Working Group has defined a standard method to report risk
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Figure 6.4 – Method evaluation in a clinical setup with CoLaus

(A) Study design with CoLaus (B) PVE in CoLaus by PGS and PCS from base-UKB-
all

(C) PVE in CoLaus by PGS and PCS from base-UKB-
WBO

Following the study design described on (A) in-
cluding 1) the GWAS and PCAS; 2) the score
computation for target-UKB-all/WBO and Co-
Laus; 3) the calibration of the predictive model
on target-UKB-All/WBO cohorts; 4) the compu-
tation of the phenotypic score for CoLaus with
the predictive model; 5) the evaluation of the
phenotypic scores. The barplots show the por-
tion of PVE with PGS only (green) PGS combined
with PCS (dark blue) in comparison to the trait
heritability (light blue) based on UKB-all (B)
or UKB-WBO (C). *The PCS was significantly
associated at the calibration step.

models based on PGS[195] in collaboration with the Polygenic Score Catalog. The Polygenic

Score Catalog is a rapidly growing repository for GWAS summary statistics (PGS file)[196].

Such a repository could also host supplementary data useful to compute risk parameters such

as PCAS summary statistics (PCS file), PC-loadings, or metadata such as map-PCs. Today,

researchers are strongly encouraged to share GWAS summary statistics to allow meta-analyses

and accelerate research. Similarly, we encourage researchers to share the data to allows the

computation of PCS. Doing it would increase the portability of GWAS summary statistics.

The assessment of an individual’s ancestry has long been done using methods based on

Self-Identified Race/Ethnicity (SIRE), which have important limitations[197]: they can be

confounded by the variable definition of the ancestry categories; they do not offer a clear

solution for admixed individuals who are predicted to become a greater fraction of the world

population[198]; and they do not solve the problem of people ignoring their ancestry. Our

method allows each sample to be characterized accurately with respect to its ancestry.
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Figure 6.5 – Association between risk parameters and height in CoLaus

(A) Association between PCS and height in CoLaus,
based on UKB-all

(B) Association between PGS and height in CoLaus,
based on UKB-all

(C) Association between PCS + PGS and height in
CoLaus,
based on UKB-all

(D) Association between PGS and height in CoLaus,
based on UKB-WBO

Representation of the association between height and PCS (A), PGS (B), PCS + PGS (C) based
on UKB-all and PGS (D) based on UKB-WBO. The best-fit given by the regression line
(red) has to be compared with the one corresponding to the predictive model calibrated on
target-UKB-all(A,B,C)/WBO(D) (black)

Besides association studies, map-PCs can be used to share an accurate description of the

diversity present in a discovery cohort as a new kind of study metadata. These data could be

useful to assess the compatibility between available GWAS summary statistics of a discovery

cohort and a targeted individual/cohort.

It is likely that PCs are not linearly associated with the phenotype. Further development relying

on more sophisticated statistical methods encompassing putative interactions between gene

variations could achieve higher predictive power with map-PCs and trained model could be

shared.
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We expect our method to be more sensitive if there is an excessive divergence between the base

cohort and the target environments. In general, because the socioeconomic status correlates

strongly with VE ,r ace [199] the phenotypes which are associated with socioeconomic status

are going to be more impacted by a mismatch between the base and target cohort. Therefore,

environmental factors should be carefully considered before including PCS in a predictive

model depending on the phenotype.

The method we introduced is also a quick and efficient way to produce an equivalent to PCA

for big cohorts. During the PCA computation, the computation of the covariance matrix scales

as O(mi n(N 2p, N p2), with N for the samples size, and p for the number of SNPs used; and

the eigendecomposition scales as O(mi n(N 3, p3). The fast-PCA tool[188] allows to speed up

the process through approximations producing a number of m top PCs. This fast algorithm is

mandatory to produce the top PCs for cohorts as big as UKB. Here, once the PCA on the map

cohort has been done, mapping a cohort only scales as O(N pm) with m for the number of

PCs needed.

6.5 Conclusion

We introduced a method that fosters predictive models based on PGS to promote their clinical

application in diverse populations. We are at a pivotal moment for medicine: large-scale

personal data can start being efficiently used to develop more individualized approaches to

disease prevention and treatment. Ensuring equitable access to the advances promised by

genomic medicine is a major responsibility for the biomedical research community.
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6.6 Supplementary materials

Figure 6.6 – Projection of labeled cohorts

(A) Map-PC1,map-PC2 of UKB and PC1,PC2 of 1KG
(B) Map-PC5,map-PC7 of CoLaus and PC5,PC7 of
1KG

PC plot of cohorts projected through our method on the 1KG PC space. The samples have
been labeled following our k-means based method on 1KG populations. For UKB, map-PC1
and map-PC2 are plotted jointly with PC1 and PC2 of 1KG samples (A). Similarly for CoLaus,
map-PC5 and map-PC7 are plotted jointly with PC5 and PC7 of 1KG samples (B).

Figure 6.7 – PVE in UKB with PGS and PCS based on UKB-WBO

Following the study design described on (A) in-
cluding 1) the GWAS and PCAS; 2) the score
computation for target-UKB-all/WBO and Co-
Laus; 3) the 10 times 10-fold cross-validation
on target-UKB-all/WBO cohorts; The bar plots
show the portion of PVE with PGS only (green)
PGS combined with PCS (dark blue) in compar-
ison to the trait heritability (light blue) based on
UKB-WBO
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Table 6.2 – PGS details from UKB to UKB

Base all Base WBO
Phenotype h2

GRE ML λ h2
GRE ML λ

Skin color 0.221 1.184 0.284 1.216
Menopause age 0.228 1.130 0.224 1.127
HBMD* 0.409 1.372 0.410 1.385
Blood pressure 0.187 1.393 0.189 1.398
Menarche age 0.310 1.345 0.309 1.343
Baldness 0.440 1.280 0.456 1.292
BMI 0.301 1.682 0.305 1.727
Height 0.558 2.087 0.570 2.223
Educational 0.147 1.288 0.155 1.286

Details of the GWAS run with BOLT-LMM. The narrow-sense heritability is estimated with
GREML[60, 3]. The lambda indicates inflation. Elevated inflation has already been reported for
a highly polygenic trait on UKB [130]

Table 6.3 – PGS details from UKB to UKB

Target all Target WBO

Base all Base WBO

Phenotype Thres #SNPs R2 Thres #SNPs R2 Thres #SNPs R2

Skin color 3.5e-4 34,127 0.0229 5e-5 4,235 0.0921 5e-5 2,151 0.0958
Menopause age 5e-5 1,050 0.0251 1e-4 1,296 0.0721 1e-4 1,133 0.0566
HBMD* 5e-5 5,002 0.0411 1.5e-4 5,404 0.1711 1e-4 4,209 0.1847
Blood pressure 2e-4 5,153 0.0231 0.003 20,508 0.0344 8.1e-3 37,888 0.0245
Menarche age 5e-5 3,247 0.0322 2e-4 4,258 0.0729 5e-5 1,914 0.0481
Baldness 5e-5 3,694 0.1210 5e-5 3,357 0.1246 1e-4 3,697 0.1347
BMI 2e-4 9,089 0.0751 0.0035 31,489 0.0861 4.5e-4 10,676 0.0742
Height 5e-5 14,745 0.2007 7e-4 26,629 0.2596 0.0018 35,561 0.2550
Educational 1.5e-4 2,739 0.0127 0.0051 28,096 0.0202 0.01 46,566 0.0167

Details of the PGS parameters produced by PRSice for the combination of base and target cohorts
(base-UKB-all/target-UKB-all, base-UKB-all/target-UKB-WBO, or base-UKB-WBO/target-UKB-
WBO). The p-value threshold for each PGS is determined by PRSice through cross-validation
on the target-UKB cohort, limiting the PGS to a restricted number of SNPs. The R2 reported
correspond to the best-fit between the PGS and the phenotypes of the target-UKB cohort.
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Table 6.4 – PGS details from UKB to CoLaus

With base UKB all With base UKB WBO

Phenotype Thres R2 #SNPs Thres R2 #SNPs

Height 5e-5 0.2260 14,430 0.00015 0.2190 17,834
Blood pressure 2e-4 0.0206 5,052 0.0057 0.0144 31,254
BMI 2e-4 0.0646 8,897 0.0009 0.0526 15,131

Details of the PGS parameters produced by PRSice for the combination of base and target cohorts
(base-UKB-all/target-UKB-all or base-UKB-WBO/target-UKB-WBO). The p-value threshold for
each PGS is determined by PRSice through cross-validation on the target-UKB cohort, limiting
the PGS to a restricted number of SNPs selected to be also present in CoLaus. The R2 reported
correspond to the best-fit between the PGS and the phenotypes of the CoLaus cohort.

Table 6.5 – CoLaus map-PC characteristics.

PC SD β p-val

PC1 3.83 0.00413 3.16e-8
PC2 2.81 0.00465 0.353
PC3 3.37 0.00440 0.311
PC4 2.28 0.00534 0.611
PC5 6.77 0.00283 9.69e-13
PC6 2.16 0.00802 0.0322
PC7 2.84 0.00570 0.126
PC8 6.33 0.00609 0.0441
PC9 6.00 0.00624 0.129
PC10 5.22 0.00321 3.21e-3
PC11 3.21 0.00486 0.540
PC12 5.17 0.00327 0.0565
PC13 5.55 0.00253 2.13e-6

Details of all the top map-PCs significantly associated with height after Bonferroni threshold
adjustment for α= 0.05.
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7 Discussion

In my PhD, I have analyzed the genetic architecture of complex human traits from a variety

of angles: I tested the hypothesis that competition for cellular resources could explain the

omnigenic model of complex trait variation; I organized the first crowdsourcing challenge

of genomic prediction; I used deep learning to assess the potential impact of epistatic inter-

actions on complex phenotypes; finally, I developed a method to improve polygenic score

calculation in diverse populations and make genomic medicine more inclusive.

7.1 Going further to characterize the omnigenic model

Following my interest in the omnigenic model, I had the opportunity - through the SNSF Doc

mobility program - to work for 6 months in Jonathan Pritchard’s lab at Stanford, where the

idea was born. Although we have found no mathematical evidence to support that our initial

hypothesis – that a competition for intracellular resources explains the indirect impact of

peripheral genes – is a key element of omnigenic architecture, by answering the question we

have narrowed the field of possibilities. The main hypothesis remains that most peripheral

genes have a transregulatory effect on the core genes due to the dense connectivity gene

regulatory network.

7.2 New horizons to interrogate the genome

The recent advances in large-scale data science has given rise to new study designs, such

as crowdsourcing. Because of the nature of the data that geneticists work with, it is not

straightforward to come up with projects based on crowdsourcing. Nevertheless, by taking

advantage of the explosion of direct-to-consumer genetic testing, we were able to open up a

challenge that gave us the opportunity to get hundreds of people with diverse skills to work on

a genetic prediction problem. From this completely free entry challenge, it is not excluded that

in the future an intermediate form of crowdsourcing challenge may occur again. For example,

biobanks could create relatively large-scale challenges that are accessible to all those who have
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gained access to their data and could encourage participants to work on specific genomic

question. This could provide researchers with new opportunities to gain both awareness and

money for their research, as data scientists already do on kaggle.com and aicrowd.com. The

visibility we have received will hopefully be part of a broader movement to renew the study

design paradigm in genomics research.

7.3 Integrating polygenic scores in genomic medicine

As we are at the dawn of the deployment of genomics in the clinical world, there are many

challenges ahead, which I have decided to make the core item of this discussion.

7.3.1 PGS methods overview

New PGS computation methods

Nowadays, different flavors of Bayesian mixed-model are implemented in tools like BOLT-

LMM or BayesR[200] and are becoming the standard to run GWASs. Those models rely on

the prior estimation of the SNP heritability (h2
SN P ), which currently is by default following

the GCTA-GREML model. This model assumes a uniform distribution of the heritability

across the genome. It has been shown that more realistic heritability models such as the

BLD-LDAK which includes both properties from the MAF and LD following LDAK[68, 69], and

from functional annotations following LDSC[70, 73] improves the resulting GWAS summary

statistics[201]. In turn, the quality of the GWAS summary statistics have a positive impact on

the resulting PGS[202]. When constructing PGS from summary statistics, the classical method

is to combine p-value thresholding and marker pruning on a validation set to select a set of

optimal variants. New methods such as LDPred2[203] uses variants jointly with a correlation

matrix rather than SNPs individually. As a result, it does not need the intermediate validation

set to estimate the hyper-parameters and can incorporate long-range LD existing in the HLA

region - particularly important for the prediction of risk in a series of psychiatric disorders.

Other methods such as SBayesR[204] follow a similar idea by expressing a multiple linear

regression likelihood as a function of GWAS summary statistics and a LD reference correlation

matrix. SBayesR is also coupled with a mixture of normal distributions prior on the genetic

effects that incorporate sparsity.

Clinical utility of PGS

From a simple blood or saliva sample, using DNA extraction and genotyping technologies,

PGS can now be calculated for a wide range of traits and diseases. These technologies have

become relatively inexpensive (∼ 50−100$) and need to be used only once per patient to study

all kind of traits. Their clinical value still needs to be demonstrated, but is likely to become

more and more obvious as our knowledge of the associations between genetic variants and
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human diseases keeps improving.

Complex diseases

While many Mendelian / monogenic diseases can be diagnosed based on the typing of a single

or a few known high-penetrance variant(s), the determination of PGS for complex diseases

will not have such strong predictive power. Firstly, because genetics is responsible for only

part of the risk of common disease, the rest being made up of multiple environmental factors.

Second, because the GWAS capture only a fraction of this genetic factor that is commensurate

with the overall quality of the GWAS study in terms of statistical power, method used, data

quality and control of statistical bias. Nevertheless, many medical decisions implemented in

public health for prevention purposes are already motivated by existing clinical risk prediction

models. For example, the individual risk of coronary artery disease depends on various factors

such as biochemical, clinical, lifestyle or historical risk. Together, these known factors can be

used to predict the 10-year risk of coronary artery disease and achieve good accuracy with

an area under the curve (AUC) of 80-85%[205, 206, 207, 208]. Although the proposed PGS for

coronary artery disease alone are less efficient, these models could benefit from the inclusion

of PGS as an additional risk parameter.

There continues to be a strong interest in expanding cohorts that now exceed one million

participants, as in the Million Veterans Programs or the 23andme database (more than 10

millions). Even if it will take a long time to functionally characterize all associations, they

can already be used clinically in the form of PRS, which don’t require understanding of the

underlying biological mechanisms. Increasing the sample size also allows for the inclusion of

more loci and a better estimate of their effect size, which improves the predictive power of the

PGS. This trend will continue to reduce the remaining gap between the narrow heritability

estimate and the variance explained by the PGS.

PGS which are not predictive enough today could in the near future become usable. Another

factor that will improve PGS comes from the increasingly big reference panels based on whole-

genome sequencing which allow the imputation of up to 150 million testable variants in GWAS.

Because complex diseases are the result also of multiple non-genetic factors, the quality of

their prediction scores will also be dependent on the following two factors: first, the statistical

methods, including machine learning, which will be used to extract the most meaningful

information from multiple prognostic factors including PGS; second, the capacity of new

technologies to accurately measure a growing number of these environmental factors.

To optimize the clinical utility of PGS, it could initially be applied only to individuals who

are already at a higher risk of disease due to other factors. In their case, PGS is more likely to

provide additional information that can be helpful to make a clinical decision.
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For rare disease and cancer

PGS may also be useful for monogenic disorders like Mendelian diseases, neurodevelopmental

disorders and familial cancers, where the aggregate of common variants has been shown to be

a modifier of the penetrance of the rare deleterious variants causing the diseases. For example,

the risk of developing ovarian and breast cancers for carriers of BRCA1 mutations has been

shown to be modulated by common variants[209, 210]. A model based solely on 303 variants

obtained an AUC of 0.63 which, although modest, is still interesting considering that only a

few breast cancers are caused by rare mutations of BRCA1 and BRCA2[159]. Here, PGS could

be used to improve screening programs and define for each woman at what age screening

should begin and at which intervals.

For noninvasive prenatal testing

Non-invasive prenatal tests (NPTs) based on cell-free DNA have been extremely rapidly

adopted for the detection of Down syndrome[211] and other human trisomies (13, 18). Since

NPTs may also be able to detect adult-onset diseases and non-disease traits, there will be

many ethical challenges, including the possibility of selecting embryos based on the likelihood

of complex diseases or non-disease traits. sub-optimal[212].

Pharmacogenetics

Pharmacogenetics studies how variants can impact an individual’s response to treatment,

as demonstrated by several known associations, e.g. between hypersensitivity to abacavir

and HLA-B*57:01, or between severe cutaneous reaction to carbamazepine and HLA-B*15:02.

Another avenue would be to immediately identify patients who will not respond to certain

drugs in order to save valuable time to start effective treatment while avoiding wasting costly

resources for the patient and the healthcare system.

The need for clinical translation

There is a constant generation of data from new GWAS studies involving larger cohorts, newly

defined phenotypes, populations whose ancestry had not been studied or involving new

statistical methods, as well as the definition of new clinical models integrating various non-

genetic risk factor. For this reason, there is a need for clinicians to be regularly updated to

use state-of-the-art science in their clinical practice. In years to come, intermediary services

are likely to be developed that will ensure an efficient flow of information from researchers

to clinicians. From the researcher’s perspective, it will be necessary to constantly integrate

and contextualize the data coming from new studies, i.e.: [A] To characterize the results of

newly produced GWAS by validating their quality and comparing it with existing results, [B] To

combine new GWAS output data with existing ones, in a similar way to meta-GWAS, in order

to increase their predictive power, [C] To adapt the different GWAS output which typically is
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the GWAS summary statistics but in the future is expected to diversify with alternative trained

models to produce enhanced polygenic scores (e.g., trained artificial neural networks which

integrated the Topologically Associated Domain (TAD) feature); [D] Finally, to integrate the

PGS into existing clinical models and calibrate them. From the clinician’s perspective, the

required steps will be: [A] To characterize the patient and deduce the optimal model to use

to produce a PGS (for example, based on the patient’s ancestry); [B] To provide the clinician

with different calibrated models to choose from based on the risk factors available to him/her;

[C] And to calculate the corresponding PGS for the patient and most likely the clinical score

and provide it on a visual interface with a detailed report to guide the clinician in his decision

making.

Initiatives such as the PGS catalog aim to standardize the GWAS summary statistics reporting

procedure and are a useful resource[197, 196] and a start in the right direction.

Inclusivity in genomic medicine

A major ethical requirement and practical challenge is to avoid exacerbating health disparities

while deploying genomic medicine [8]. The future of genomic medicine will be defined by

the ability to offer it to populations of all ancestries and socio-economic backgrounds. Con-

temporary genomic research has been mostly focused on populations of European ancestry.

There is therefore an urgent need to adapt by taking up two challenges in parallel: first, the

lack of research on non-European populations, which can be achieved by prioritizing research

on under-studied populations through targeted funding; second, the difficulty of providing

interpreted genomic information to the growing number of people with mixed origins. Mixed

individuals cannot simply be attributed to one “genetic ancestry” group. Methods must there-

fore be developed that have the ability to provide every individual with tailored genomic

medicine, irrespective of his or her ancestry.

The notion of ancestry group is a sensitive subject because it is closely linked to the idea of

race and has already been the source of heated debates[213, 214]. The notion of race is a social

construct that classifies people into different categories, regardless of their genetic make-up.

The meaning and the number of categories that derive from it are specific to each society and

evolve over time. In some countries, such as France, race is not even officially recognized.

Because of the history of racism in medicine, it should be kept away from biological science

and genetics[213]. But it has also been said that scientists, out of fear, should not leave

a vacuum around this notion and make room for pseudo-science that could fill political

agendas[214]. The most responsible and practical way forward for genetic researchers is

probably to use genetically-inferred ancestry measurements, which place human beings in

the same space along continuous axes of diversity. Not only does this avoid the creation of

subcategories, but because the axes correlate with certain phenotypes, they can be used to

improve the models and accelerate discoveries, also for under-studied and mixed people[176].

Another reason for moving away from European-centric studies is that the marginal value of
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ever-growing cohort in the same population for gene discovery is lower. Moving towards under-

studied populations makes it more likely to discover variants with relatively high minor allele

frequency and effect size, thereby identifying potential targets for therapies. In addition, popu-

lations of African ancestry have smaller blocks of LD, which should facilitate the fine mapping

process of association signals that can be more difficult in European populations[215].

Conclusion

PGS have started to move from research to clinical implementation.

To date, there is a set of 59 genes that have been designated by the American College of Medical

Genetics as clinically useful and that must be reported (in the USA) when genetic testing is

performed for other purposes[216]. Potentially deleterious variants in these genes are typically

called "secondary findings" and are supposed to be reported preemptively, when the patient

has not yet developed the related phenotype. Along the same lines, the calculation of PGS,

integrated with clinical scores, could become part of routine health follow-up to identify

at-risk individuals who should be screened frequently for specific complex diseases.

A distant goal is to have genotyping or sequencing data available along with the rest of the

relevant health data in the individual electronic health records (EHRs), and to use them on

an ongoing basis to monitor the health of individuals. The clinical importance of PGS will

vary throughout the lifespan depending on other factors such as age and exposure to various

environmental factors. As such, its prognostic value will have to be assessed several times over

a lifetime.

Because great knowledge comes with great responsibility, it is also necessary to anticipate

certain ethical and philosophical questions that revolve around genomics. Several problems

need to be anticipated, for example if genome sequencing becomes ubiquitous in coming

years, through sequencing at birth or routine genome analysis in the context of healthcare,

the public’s understanding of genetic determinism must be realistic to avoid overestimations

of the impact of genetic factors on many aspects of life, health and personality, which would

be highly problematic and create undue stress. While we have discussed the interests and

challenges of deploying PGS in clinical practice, it should be duly noted that there is also a

need to limit their use to whenever they could be applied for discriminatory purposes. Banks

and insurance companies have already shown an interest in the subject, the jurisdiction may

consider that their use should be limited to the common good of improving public health in

general [217]. This potential risk of discrimination could extend to the world of work, or even

to dating platforms, thus deepening inequalities and sowing discord. It will be necessary to

redefine what it means to be sick in relation to being at risk, when both could have similar

consequences, for example by prescribing lifestyle changes. It is likely that some people will

explicitly ask for the right not to know their risks, questioning the doctor’s need to go or not go

beyond the patient’s will in the case of an immediate critical risk.
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The results of genomic research have created an enormous amount of data that now needs to

be translated to fulfill the promise of genome-based medicine through the development of a

new range of tools for the clinician.
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